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ABSTRACT
For the buildings in the next century, the performance levels with respect to both
environmental and mechanical requirements will be of major concern. Civil engineers
have developed solutions to improve the serviceability of structural facilities. However,
there are still unanswered questions regarding fluid-structural interaction in the interior
and exterior regions. For example, engineers still have difficulty in conceptualizing
impact of air flow on the building, particularly how the ventilation system works within
the entire building and how wind load affects the exterior part of the structural fagade.
Computational Fluid Dynamics provides an alternative approach for predicting indoor
and outdoor air flow. Although CFD has been applied in aerospace and mechanical
engineering for the past two decades, it was introduced in civil and environmental
engineering only in the 1990's. With recent advances in computer hardware and user
interfaces, complicated fluid problems such as natural and force convection in an office
chamber and wind channel effects on a large building complex can now be solved in a
realistic time. Environmental air quality and contaminant spreading can also be studied.
Also considered is advanced wind engineering, especially wind tunnel testing of wind
load and flow speed prediction. Wind load impact on bridge and building structures is
discussed and illustrated with several case studies. Meanwhile, two CFD simulations of
indoor environment modeling and wind load effect on a building complex are presented
in the form of visualized images together with output ASCII code.
Finally, the capability of computational fluid dynamics applications on high performance
structure is discussed by giving several examples in the last chapter. The overall
methodology of using CFD technology to evaluate and improve the building and
environmental performance is presented with a schematic flow chart.
Thesis Supervisor: Jerome J. Connor
Title: Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
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I
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1.1 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
Civil engineers in the coming twenty-first century need better methodologies to
increase the performance level of structures with respect to constructablity, durability,
and response to various environmental load conditions. Although solid mechanics has
contributed substantially to structural engineering, fluid-structural interaction in building
facilities still remains an interesting area to be investigated by civil and environmental
engineers. For example, the performance of indoor air quality is hard to predict before the
completion of the building and the installation of the ventilation facilities. Besides, the
wind flow around the building complex is relatively unpredictable and often causes
problems with both the structural envelope and adjacent structures.
The purpose of this work is to apply Computational Fluid Dynamics technology
to improve design methodology for interior and exterior regions of structures with
exacting environmental and mechanical design criteria. Widely applied to solve the fluid-
structural interaction problem in the fields of aerodynamical and mechanical engineering,
CFD technology was introduced to civil and environmental engineering in the early
1990's. Owing to the complexity and difficulty of doing in-field flow measurements,
CFD provides an alternative way of simulating wind velocity, pressure distribution, and
contaminant dispersion.
1.2 PROBLEM SOLVING
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and the simulation of a wide range of fluid
flow problems are now becoming an integral part of the design cycle in many civil and
environmental engineering projects. In the design of an industrial mixing or
manufacturing facilities, or transient simulation of the operation of a hydraulic structure,
the benefits which CFD techniques bring to decreasing the development time from idea
to prototype are now well appreciated by many organizations working in industrial,
environmental and scientific application areas.
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A number of computer systems, such as PHOENICS, have been used for the
prediction of fluid flow, heat transfer, and related flow phenomena. For example, the
smart HVAC system solves the fundamental flow equations and provides output of
important characteristics of the flow regime including velocity, distribution, pressure
loss, flow circulation, multi-phase interaction and mixing rate. CFD provides information
that complements field and laboratory testing and reduces costs and time scales on
development project.
The PHOENICS system provides advice and also builds and simulates the model
using 3-D CFD codes and grid generation sub-functions. Basically, this unique method
solves the problem concerning fluid-structural interaction behavior. Also, simulation
results can be generated quickly to allow engineers and designers to modify the structural
layout with minimal time delay.
1.3 THESIS OUTLINE
This thesis is divided into six chapters. Starting from the introduction of on-going
computational fluid dynamics technology, the theoretical background and the use of
computer tools is presented in the second chapter. Detail knowledge and examples of
indoor environmental regulation is discussed in the third chapter with some simulation
results of CFD models. In the fourth chapter, a case study about how CFD predicts the air
flow around buildings and the impact of wind load to structural facilities is presented.
Next, advanced wind engineering is discussed in the fifth chapter together with a
calculation generated by CFD model. Conclusions and the future outlook of the
advantage of using CFD for high performance structural facilities are elaborated in the
last chapter.
MIT Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering IC
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Chapter
II
REVIEW OF COMPUTAITONAL
FLUID MECHANICS
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The theoretical background of computational fluid dynamics and the supporting
computer technology are reviewed in this chapter.
2.1 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
2.1.1 Flow Equations
The general transport equation for steady, incompressible and turbulent flow of
air referred to a Cartesian Coordinate frame has the form:
S(pU,) = + S (1)
where the first term is associated with convection, the second with diffusion, and the third
represents an input source.
Equation (1) is the governing equation for a number of processes. The generalized
variable 0 represents different variables depending on process considered, such as the
velocity components U, V and W, the temperature T, the concentration of chemical
species C, and the turbulence scales used in the turbulent model. Table 1 lists the form of
17 and S, for the various transport processes.
The turbulent model used in the k- e model is based on the Boussinesq turbulence
viscosity hypothesis [1] for isotropic turbulence and uses the kinetic energy of turbulence
and its dissipation rate e as the two scales. Hence, two additional transport equations for
k and e need to be solved, i.e. a two-equation turbulent model.
MIT Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering 12
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U-Momentum
V-Momentum
W-Momentum
Notes
Table 1: Source terms of the flow equations.
) 0
-g(P- Po)
T F1, g
C
C F, Sc
k Fk G, - CDpe + GB
C, - (G + GB)-C 2 P-
k k
Pe PU+ u,
G, = ~
+ay ax
y 8x
Cz
+ ax+-8z ax)
(V+- -+
8z
= kinetic energy generated by shear
G, = fg p, aT = kinetic energy generated by bouyancy
q = heat production (W/m 2)
p = volumetric expension coefficient
P0 = fluid density at a reference point
Empirical constant in the equations
Ct CD C 1  C 2  r T C  U k e t
0.09 1.0 1.44 1.92 0.9 0.9 1.0 1.22 0.9
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The governing flow equations are strongly inter-linked with no obvious equation
available for the static pressure that appears in the momentum equations. Due to the
complexity of the equations, analytic solutions are possible for very limited cases, and it
is necessary to use numerical method in order to solve realistic problems. The numerical
solution for the governing flow equations requires a discretization of the flow domain
into a finite set of elemental or control volumes, define by a computational grid [2]. The
differential equations may be integrated over each elemental volume of the computational
grid. This leads to a set of algebraic equations in the following finite-volume form:
(ap -S'pp = _a, + Sp (2)
n
a, = DnaPen )+ O,±C,] ap = a (3)
n
where indices p and n denotes the central computational grid point and its neighboring
points respectively, C and D indicated the strength of the convection and diffusion
respectively. The source term So in Equation (1) is evaluated using a linearized
expression (S, + S', Op,) in order to enhance numerical stability.
These algebraic equations are solved in an iterative manner. The iterative solution
continues until the imbalance or error in the equation is sufficiently small to be
considered negligible.
2.1.2 Computational Fluid Dynamics
The physical aspects of any fluid flow are governed by the three fundamental
principles: conservation of mass; Newton's second law; and conserved of energy. These
fundamental principles can be expressed in term of mathematical equations which, in
their most general form, are usually partial differential equations. Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) is the science of determining a numerical solution to the governing
equations of fluid flow by advancing the solution through space or time to obtain a
numerical description of the complete flow field interest.
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The governing equations for Newtonian fluid dynamics, the unsteady Navier-
Stokes equations, have been known for over a century. However, the analytical
investigation of reduced forms of these equations is still an active area of research, as is
the problem of turbulent closure for the Reynolds average form of the equations. For non-
Newtonian fluid dynamics, chemically reacting flows, and multiphase flows, theoretical
developments are at less advanced stages.
Experimental fluid dynamics has played an important role in validating and
delineating the limits of the various approximations to the governing equations [2]. The
wind tunnel, for example, as a piece of experimental equipment, provides an effective
means of simulating real flows. Traditionally this has provided a cost-effective alternative
to full scale measurement. In the design of high performance structural facilities and
equipment that depends critically on the flow behavior, for example the aerodynamics
design of an aircraft or long-span cable-stayed bridge, full-scale measurement as part of
the design process is economically impractical and impossible. This situation has led to
an increasing interest in the development of a numerical wind tunnel.
The steady improvement in the speed of computers and the available memory size
since the 1950's has led to the emergence of computational fluid dynamics [3]. This
branch of fluid dynamics complements experimental and theoretical fluid dynamics by
providing an alternative cost-effective means of simulating real flows. As such it offers
the means of testing theoretical advances for conditions unavailable on an experimental
basis. The role of CFD in engineering predictions has become so strong that today it may
be viewed as a new third dimension of fluid dynamics, the other two dimensions being
the above stated classical cases of pure experiment and pure theory. The development of
more powerful computers has furthered the advances being made in the filed of
computational fluid dynamics. Consequently CFD is now the preferred means of testing
alternative design in many engineering companies before final, if any, experimental
testing takes place.
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2.1.3 The History and Literature Survey of CFD
The basic techniques of CFD were established in 1960's and employed first for
aerodynamical and mechanical engineering applications. Its first successes in predicting
indoor air modeling achieved in the 1970's. The CFD-service industry started in the
1980's, and expanded significantly in the 1990's with the innovation in computer
technology [3]. Further expansion is likely during the next decade. One of the most
significant changes will involve the use of electronic communication, to couple with field
measurement and real time simulation.
2.2 MAJOR APPLICATIONS
CFD is concerned with predicting what will happen, quantitatively, when fluids
flow, often with the complications of:
* Simultaneous flow of heat
* Mass transfer (e.g. perspiration, dissolution)
* Phase change (e.g. melting, freezing, boiling)
* Chemical reaction (e.g. combustion, rusting)
* Mechanical movement (e.g. pistons, fans, rudders)
* Stress in and displacement of immersed or surrounding solids
2.2.1 How CFD Applies to Civil Engineering
Knowing how a fluid will flow, and what will be the quantitative effects on the
solids with which the fluid is in contact, especially how a building performs under fluid-
structural interaction is important to engineering design. CFD assists building-services
engineers and architects to provide comfortable and safe human environment [4]. For
example, applying CFD in preliminary design, power-plant constructors can attain
maximum energy efficiency of the operation facilities and reduce the dispersion of
pollutants in the building structure. Furthermore, risk and hazard analysis can be obtained
to predict how much damage to structures, equipment, and human beings will be caused
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by fires, explosions and blast waves. Especially, CFD-based flow simulation enables
metropolitan authorities to determine where a pollutant-emitting industry plant may be
safely located, and under what condition motor-vehicles access must be restricted so as to
preserve air quality. Meanwhile, meteorologist and oceanographers can foretell winds
and water current while hydrologists and other environmental engineers concerned with
ground-water will be able to forecast the effects of changes in ground-surface cover, the
creation of dams, and aqueducts on the quantity and quality of water supplies.
2.3 HOW DOES CFD MAKE PREDICTIONS
The CFD approach starts by developing a physical model appropriate for the
actual problem. The mathematical response of the physical model is generated using a
computational software package, and the response is displayed visually to the user.
2.3.1 Can CFD be Trusted
CFD-based predictions are never 100%-reliable because the input data may
involve too much guess work or imprecision. Currently the available computer power
may be too small for high numerical accuracy. Also, the scientific knowledge in this field
may be inadequate and unsophisticated. However, the reliability is greater for laminar as
turbulent flow, and for single-phase as multiple-phase flow.
2.3.2 Where CHAM and PHOENICS Serve for CFD
CHAM was the first provider of general-purpose CFD software. The original
PHOENICS appeared in 1981 [5]. CHAM has also originated many if the mathematical
techniques and physical models which have become generally adopted by the industry,
especially in connection with turbulence, multi-phase flow and chemical reaction.
The innovating tradition continues, with the result that today's PHOENICS
contains many unique features, e.g.: (1) Simultaneous stress in solids. (2) Simulation of
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multi-fluid turbulence models. (3) The LVEL and IMMERSOL models for interspersed
solids and fluids. (4) The virtual-reality user interface and (5) Potential use via Internet
(share-ware on the net).
2.4 Personal Computer to Parallel Processor
The phrase "PC to parallel" has a double significance. First, it is a reminder that
PHOENICS has for many years operated with full functionality on the whole range of
hardware platforms, from personal computers (first DOS, now Windows or Unix) to
supercomputers.
An across-the-board parallelization of PHOENICS [6] was effected during the
1990's. The adoption of the domain-decomposition technique enabled a single version to
be employed for the entire commonly employed parallel-computer configuration. These
may be of shared-memory or distributed-memory configuration. Recently, the second
significance of the phrase has been realized: parallel PHOENICS now operates
successfully, and with high efficiency, on cluster of personal computers linked by fast
Ethernet, under the LINUX operating system.
2.4.1 The Benefits of Parallel CFD
Accuracy:
For CFD predictions to be realistic, the use of fine grids is essential requiring powerful
computer with large memory resources [7].
Speed:
For CFD techniques to be used routinely in design and production cycles, fast computers
are required to achieve reasonable iteration times.
Stability:
As computing demands increase one can upgrade the parallel system by adding more
processors, thereby enhancing rather repeating on the initial investment.
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Economy:
Parallel computers give better price/performance ratios than vector supercomputers.
The performance and speed for the simulation of the airflow around building will
be increased versus number of processors using parallel technique. The speed increase is
seen to be almost linear with the number of processors.
2.4.2 Platforms
PHOENICS has now been ported and benchmarked on a wide range of parallel
machines. Indeed, all MPP and SMP computers that support message passing (MPI or
PVM) can now run parallel PHOENICS. For example, NASA has employed PHOENICS
on a CRAY T3m T3D and T90 NEC S-4 machine for complex aerodynamic calculation
[8].
2.5 WHAT PHOENICS DOES
PHOENICS, operated by its user, performs three main functions:
1. Problem definition, in which the user prescribes the situation to be simulated and the
question to which he wants to answer.
2. Simulation, by means of computation, of what the laws of science indicate will
probably taken place in the prescribed circumstances.
3. Presentation of the results of the computation, by way of graphical display, tables of
numbers, and other means.
PNOENICS, like many but not all CFD codes, has a distinct software module for
each function. This sub-division allows function (1) and (3), say, to be performed on the
user's home computer, while the computationally intensive function (2) is carried out on
another machine.
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2.5.1 How the Problem Is Defined
Problem definition normally involves making statement about: (1) Geometry, i.e.
shapes sizes and positions of objects and domain spaces. (2) Material, i.e.
thermodynamic, transport and other properties of the fluids and solids involved. (3)
Processes, for example, whether the material are inert or reactive; whether turbulence is
to be simulated and if so by what model; whether temperature are to be computed in both
fluid and solid; and whether stresses in solid are to be computed. (4) Grid, i.e. the manner
and fineness of the sub-division of space and time, i.e. what is called the "discretization"
and other numerical (i.e. non-physical) parameters affecting the speed, accuracy and
economy of the simulation.
2.5.2 How PHOENICS Make the Predictions
PHOENICS simulates the prescribed physical phenomena by expressing the
relevant laws of physics and chemistry, and the "models" which supplement them, in the
form of equations linking the values of pressure, temperature, concentration, etc which
prevail at clusters if points distributed through space and time. PHOENICS makes the
CFD calculation possible by locating these point-clusters (which constitute the
computational grid) sufficiently close to each other to represent adequately the continuity
of actual objects and fluids [3]. Most importantly, it solves the equations by systematic,
iterative, error-reduction methods and enables the computation to be interrupted, and the
controlling settings to be modified, as the user desired. This is very important when the
user figures out that there are some problems in the rough iteration. Moreover, modifying
the model enables users to save the iteration time for detail calculation. Finally, the
program will be terminated when the errors have been sufficiently reduced and the
calculation result approaches convergent.
Unlike those other CFD codes which cope with geometrically complexity by the
use of "unstructured grids", PHOENICS retains the computational economy of the more-
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orderly "structured grid", while utilizing "multi-block" and "fine-grid-embedding", i.e.
"cut-cell" techniques for handling geometric complexity [7].
PHOENICS possesses a unique EXPERT feature, which automatically optimizes
the numerical parameters as the computation proceeds. The PHOENICS grid has lent
itself particularly well to "domain-decomposition", which is what is needed for parallel
computers.
2.5.3 How the Results Are Displayed
PHOENICS can display the results of its flow simulations in a wide variety of
forms. It has its own stand-alone graphics package called PHOTON [9]; and it can also
export results to such third-party packages as TECPLOT, AVS, and FEMVIEW. Unique
to PHOENICS is its ability to take the results of its flow prediction back into the same
Virtual Reality environment as is used for setting up the problem at the start. Numerical
results are also provided, in which these physical processes are represented in the
computer language, Fortran, are visible and accessible to users, by calling out the input
Q1 file and output RESULT file.
2.5.4 Hardware
PHOENICS runs satisfactorily, with full functionality, on all hardware platforms,
from personal computers, through UNIX workstations, to single- or multi-processor
supercomputers. On personal computers, the operating system may be DOS, Windows-
95, Windows-NT or LINUX [10].
The parallel version of PHOENICS has been successfully ported to the most-
frequently-encountered shared-memory parallel machine, as well as to those employing
distributed memory.
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Of special interests, because of the high power/cost ratio, is the use of
PHOENICS on networked clusters of personal computers. So far as is known from
published information, PHOENICS is the only general-or-special-purpose CFD to be
capable of working in this way.
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Figure 1: The application of CFD for indoor environmental modeling.
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3.1 CFD INVESTIGATION OF VENTILATION SYSTEM
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) technique plays an important role in
investigating the ventilation rate of Carbon Dioxide or other toxic gases in academic
building or laboratory facilities. The computer software package PHOENICS, which is
written with basic Fortran Code, formulates a numerical model using the 3D Navier-
Stokes Equations together with the standard k-s turbulence model to simulate the indoor
environment model [11]. For the model development, the control volume technique is
employed to discretize the differential equations into difference form and the developed
model has been used to simulate the ventilating process. The optimum design predicted
by CFD provides a better configuration for the indoor air handling. Recommendations are
made based on the system efficiency in ventilation.
Environmental scientists have applied experimental procedures to predict the
dispersion of air born pollutants such as hydrogen gas propagation. Thorough
understanding of air flow behavior, civil and environmental engineers can significantly
help in identifying gas pollution dispersion process. This knowledge is usually obtained
through laboratory experiments and field measurements. Alternatively, advancement in
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) offers a new non-hazardous method of analysis to
understand, visualize and quantify flow field distribution and hence gas dispersions.
3.2 EXAMPLES OF HIGH PERFORMANCE STRUCTURAL FACILITIES
3.2.1 Semiconductor Micro-fabrication Clean Room
In the past decade, people have benefited from advances in electrical engineering
and computer science. The development of the integrated circuit and micro devices
replaced the conventional vacuum tube, and started size reduction and speed fastening for
computer hardware components. The Very Large Scale Integrated Circuit (VLSI) is made
from silicon chips and is comprised of electronic switches, or gates. The gates are
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measured by microns.
diameter.
A micron is approximately one sixtieth of the human hair
Figure 2: Semiconductor chip processing procedure.
Clean rooms are spaces where strict control of air contamination is required for
quality control processes. There are normally two types of clean rooms depending on the
flow direction, the down-flow type and the cross-flow type. The class of a clean room
represents the number of particles of certain size (usually _ 0.5ym in diameter) that can
be permitted in a unit volume of air. Down-flow type clean rooms can usually produce
lower contaminant concentration levels then cross-flow type clean rooms. In the down-
flow type clean room air is supplied downward from the ceiling through filters. A CFD
simulation of the flow and contaminant distribution provides better suggestion of the
design of down-flow type clean room by predicted flow pattern.
These types of high performance facilities that develop and manufacture
integrated circuits require high level control of environmental factors. They also prevent
potential health hazards that personnel may encounter while working in these fabrication
facilities. The major environmental concerns are particle size and number, temperature,
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relative humidity, airflow velocity, and room temperature and pressure. Clean rooms are
the special building facilities that provide these forms of control for better chip
processing quantity and quality [12]. Also, an evolution of optical-electrical devices, such
as Compact Disk (CD) and Digital Video Display (DVD) require even more restriction of
vibration and dust level control. The design of clean rooms is playing an important role
nowadays in microelectronic industries.
The technique of computational fluid dynamics presents an improved
methodology for clean room design and construction. Research shows that vertical
laminar flow plays a very important role in providing effective mean velocity for
removing particles from the clean room. By comparison, the conventional air flow system
only contributes the random aspect of room ventilation. Though the applying of vertical
laminar flow from ventilation system has its limitations, it is essential in removing the
particles that might damage the chip processing. In an empty room, the laminar flow
operates well by itself. However, people and equipment cause turbulence that disturbs the
flow's effectiveness and the performance of the filter and diffuser system. Working with
these variables through CFD simulation will develop a better conceptual design
procedure. The results, displayed by color figures, show an alternative for dealing with
the turbulence and eddy caused by the operations in the clean room. This thesis will
discuss several different CFD models, and their application to case studies.
Figure 3: Chip designers in the dust-free semiconductor fabrication clean room.
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Table 2: Indoor environment specification for different manufacturing high performance facilities
Photo Air CD, DVD Industry West CMP Contamination Mix-Flow
Mask Control Manufacturing Stepper Process Process Stacker
Air Volume 300-1000 1000-3000
CFM CFM
Temperature +/- 0.2 0F +/- 0.050C 18-290C,
+/- 0 20C
Humidity +/- 1% RH 25-55% RH +/- 0.05% RH
+/- 0.5% RH
Relative 70-95% RH
Humidity (+/-0 5%RH)
Chilled Water 30-40F,
2-5 GMP
Electrical 208 VAC,
50/60 HZ
Reliability >16,500 hr >16,500 hr
MTBF MTBF
Cost Saving 62%
Cooling
Capacity
Communicati RS 485
on
Air Velocity +/- 2 FPM +/- 2 FPM +/- 2 FPM +/- 2 FPM +/- 2 FPM
Air Pressure +/- 0 00005" +/-
H20 0.00002"
H 2 0
Cleanliness Class Ml Class M1 Class Ml Class 1 Class M1 Class MI
@ 0 1 Im @ 0.1 tm @ 0.1 lm @ 0.1 Vtm(or better)
Isolation 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000
Factor
Pressure +/-0.0003" H20 +/- 0 0003" +/- 0.0005" H20 +/- 0.0003"
Control H20 H20
Exhaust +/- 10%
Control set point
Humidity 100 sec
Recovery
Particle 90 sec
Recovery
PWP <0 1 in
Class 10k
Environment
Horizontal +/- 5 FPM
Laminar Flow
Vertical +/- 5 FPM
Laminar Flow
Supply Air 0.5" H20
Pressure
Outgassing <1.0%TML,
<0.1 CVM
Revisions of the Federal Standard 209B are currently being proposed to control
particles 0.1 micron in diameter and larger to less than 10 particles per cubic foot (Class
10), and also for particles 0.1 micron in diameter and larger to less than 1 particle per
cubit foot (Class 1) [12].
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3.2.2 Fundamental Design Criteria for Clean room
In the clean room, airborne particles can be organic or inorganic. Normally they
range in size from 0.01 microns to several microns. Conditions for clean space vary
widely with industrial and requirements. With a CFD model, a pollution source can be
modeled with specific contamination density and location. By setting boundary
conditions and modeling fluid simulations, interior or exterior air quality determined by
particle distribution can be calculated and presented with arrow line graphs [9]. Thus,
clean room designers will have a better idea of where to place the HVAC system and its
components to create efficient operating conditions.
External contamination is primarily brought into buildings through the air-
conditioning system that supplies working space with outdoor ventilation makeup air. In
addition to the air-conditioning system, external contamination can infiltrate internal
space through doors, windows, and cracks in the structure. The contamination generated
from the chip processing procedure is controlled by the type of filter being used. On the
other hand, the greatest source of internal contamination is the personnel themselves. All
people continuously shed particles, organic and inorganic. The amount can vary from
several hundred particles per hour to several thousand particles per hour.
Figure 4: Pad on the floor system.
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In addition to contaminating sources including people and chip processing, every
activity involving friction of surfaces creates some type of contamination. Besides the
toxic pollution from organic or inorganic chemical reaction during wet etching process, a
certain dynamic situation exists in the air and causes movement of the particles. This
includes people walking, rotation and vibration of service equipment within the operation
area, and of course fan blowing and motor pumping.
Air pattern control should be directed to obtain the cleanest air at the most critical
working area. As contaminants are entrained, they are easier to remove from the room.
Thus, a large quantity of air at low velocity should be brought in the area of the most
critical zone. In laminar flow system, air is introduced evenly from one entire area of the
room, such as ceiling or wall, with flow at constant velocity across the room. Laminar
flow provide a direct, predictable path which a micron size particle will follow through
the cleanroom, with the minimum opportunity for contaminating the room occupancy.
Figure 5: Grated iron frame panel for under-floor ventilation.
Vertical flow consists of an entire ceiling which functions as a filter. Ideally, a
grated floor serves the air exhaust. As it moves through the ceiling, it is filtered
essentially free of all particles with 0.3 microns or greater. This type of airflow provides a
uniform shower of air, which bathes the entire room in a downward flow of clean air.
Contamination generated in the space will not move laterally against the downward flow
of clean air and will not contribute to a contamination level buildup in the room. This
type of design provides the cleanest working environment that has been applied in the
cleanroom design for more than fifteen years.
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Lateral flow uses the same filtration airflow technique as the vertical flow system,
except that the air flows from one wall of the room to the opposite walls. The supply wall
contributes to the entire section of the room. This air then exists at the wall or ceiling at
the opposite end of the room and is recalculated within the system. This type of flow has
the same degree of filtration and the same air flow characteristics as the vertical air flow
system.
To generate an eddy effect which provides good air movement to prevent setting
of particles, airflow velocity of approximately 100 feet per minute (FPM) is
recommended as standard design of laminar flow for cleanroom system. The air velocity
in the cleanroom design can be used as laminar state because local high velocity is
minimized. It has been stated that air velocities below 70 FPM will prevent particles from
setting. Normal dust particle movement has little effect above 70 FPM, while air
velocities above 110-120 FPM contribute little contamination control advantages.
An arrangement for conventional flow air distribution is absolutely essential in
the clean room design. Since air is supplied through large ceiling outlets, flow goes
generally downward, and air is removed near the floor level. Air velocity across the room
should be approximately 50 FPM. Lower floor velocities may permit particles to settle,
while with conventional distribution, higher velocity may generate local turbulence and
drafts. Although the contamination level is greatly reduced, this method does not offer
the same protection as laminar flow [2].
Pressurization in the cleanroom facility is required to provide a potential
migration of air from the cleanest space to areas with dust and dirt. The design should be
based on a nominal 0.05 in pressure differential between clean and less uncontaminated
zones. Pressures greater than the above value will result in greater make-up air and can
begin creating problem with doors. There are two primary consideration to determine
where to apply pressurization. The first one is differential pressure between functional
space and the second one is building differential pressure. Pressure between functional
space will be influenced by both recalculation air quality and make up airflow, while
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building pressurization is ultimately affected only by make-up air flow quantity. To
provide control over room pressure, airflow variation should be minimized.
3.3 ACADEMIC BUILDING DESIGN REQUIREMENT
3.3.1 Office Module
In recent years the air conditioning of office buildings has become very essential
due to the expansion in the use of business machines, such as computer and
telecommunication facilities. These machines together with artificial lighting generate a
significant heat load within the space (internal gain) and air conditioning is sometimes
required to offset this gain. The demand for 24-hour air conditioning has also increased
because of the tendency to build deep office spaces where internal gains are more
significant than external heat gain. Most air conditioning systems for offices employ
ceiling supply air terminals to utilize the ceiling surface for diffusing the air jet. A slot
diffuser is often used for supplying the air over the ceiling. A typical ceiling supply for an
office module has, therefore, been selected to demonstrate the potential of CFD in room
movement prediction.
3.3.2 Classroom
Building service engineers should always be aware of the importance of placing
good HVAC system in the classroom since students as well as teaching faculties spend
most of their time there. In the design of academic building with high performance
facilities, natural or passive ventilation is still the most common way of driving fresh air
for people. The air flow into or out of a naturally ventilated building is produced by the
action of wind on the building and the effort of buoyancy caused by the temperature
difference between the air inside and the air outside. Although this method of ventilation
is very common in the moderate climates, the air flow patterns produced by natural
ventilation openings should be investigated before constructing the classroom. Moreover,
in cold climate it may be necessary to place ventilation openings at high level in order to
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avoid draughts in the occupied zone. CFD can be applied to size ventilation opening in
this case and predict the airflow movement and comfort level in the room under more
critical weather condition than the summer ventilation case.
3.3.3 Design Requirement of Lab Facilities
Among all types of facilities in academic buildings, laboratories play a more
important role and require special design compared to ordinary classrooms, cafeteria, and
multipurpose conference rooms. For example, the concrete material testing lab, structural
mechanics operation lab, hydraulic real scale field lab and nondestructive evaluation lab
for civil engineering research have higher demand for indoors environmental control in
addition to building structure performance requirements.
Figure 6: Facility arrangement of the biochemistry lab.
3.4 ULTIMATE DESIGN OF STRUCTURAL PROFILE
3.4.1 Overall Conceptual Design
Besides applying the efficiently pre-designed HVAC operation system, structural
engineers can make better consideration of the increased space between two floor slabs.
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For example, advances in flooring systems and building controls allow engineers and
architects more flexibility, creativity, and cost efficiency in their design.
The "integrated under-floor" system, which is very important to the design of
high-performance building, combines mechanical, electrical, and telecommunication
systems in compact under-floor zones that allow these discrete components to be
managed in modules [13]. In terms of building automation systems, the phrase
"integrated" means the tying together of wiring, hardware, software, and electronic
devices required for monitoring and controlling such building functions as lighting,
temperature, humidity, and security.
Integrated building automation and access floors are more complicated to deal
with in renovations, such as the possible retrofit of Parson's Lab of Building 48 at MIT.
Technical needs must be balanced against the constraints imposed by structure depends
long before central air conditioning or computerized telecommunications of the new CEE
Building.
Header trench cover
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Figure 7: Cellular decks for integrated flooring system.
Access floors have long proved their worth in the delivery of electrical power and
voice-and-data hookup to individual workstation and personal computer. Recently, new
products and revision in cabling standards are making access floors more appropriate for
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a wider range of applications to merge into structural frameworks. Moreover, an
European trend toward using under-floor spaces in air-displacement ventilation systems
is beginning to catch on in North America. Especially, for computer rooms in office or
academic buildings, integrated under-floor access brings and approaches to the flexibility
of using high-strength composite material in a wide variety of applications.
Figure 8: Raised-floor slab of integrated cabling system for intelligent building.
3.4.2 Intelligent Materials
To improve the performance of a clean room as well as an intelligent office
building, innovative material can be applied in fabricating new structural facilities such
as utility penetration, pedestals, access panels and half-inch wall system. With those
smart construction materials, higher strength floor slabs are possible, resulting in more
efficient partition systems and structural space layouts, and consequently better indoor
ventilation.
Figure 9: Smart materials for integrated under floor access systems.
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3.4.3 Smart Structural Profile
With the improved technology of interior building facilities, it is feasible to
achieve a better design scheme for high performance building structure combined with
HVAC system, under-floor cabling for telecommunication and vibration isolation
assemblage [14]. Meanwhile, accurate preliminary design will reduce the difficulty of
construction and also changing of the design. Without increasing the height of each story,
HVAC components can be inserted in the ceiling space and under floor panels to provide
indoor ventilation of the office space. Thus, engineers are able to overcome the conflict
between room ventilation design and basic structural layout. For example, in Figure 10
on this page, room temperature will be controlled within certain height of each story and
energy will be saved by efficient HVAC system.
Occupied Zone -
(180 cm) 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 (F) Private Office
-C,-nO Vertical
Temperature
Profile
Under-floor HVAC system m 7
S23 24 25 26 27 28 29 (C)
Figure 10: Optimization design of HVAC system integrated with structural components.
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3.5 VIRTUAL PERSONAL ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
People are very sensitive to room temperature and humidity especially in the
space where they have to stay most of the time. As a consequence, with the on-going
CFD technology, we can build up a pseudo model for personal environmental control to
monitor and regulate the desired microclimate factors.
Table 2: Weekly HVAC control schedule.
FAN I (SCHEDULE) ON OFF ON OFF
SUNDAY
MONDAY 08:00 17:00 19:00 22.00
TUESDAY 08:00 17:00 19.00 22'00
WEDNESDAY 08'00 17'00 19:00 22:00
THURSDAY 08:00 17:00 19:00 22:00
FRIDAY 08:00 17:00
SATURDAY 08-00 17:00
HOLIDAY
SUMMER 10:00 14.00
It is hard to satisfy every individual in the entire building because each room will
have completely different temperature owing to location of the chamber and the material
being used for construction and remodeling. Some building materials do absorb heat and
some reflect or transfer radiation energy to increase room temperature. Thus, fuzzy logic
is very suitable to apply in the microclimate control system in the intelligent building
[15]. For example, sensors will be placed in each room to record the temperature
fluctuation of the space during 24 hours. Then the fuzzy logic panel will determine the
optimal solution for keeping the room cold during the summer time and maintaining the
room warm during the winter. Finally, signals will be sent to the HVAC system to actuate
the valve dampers in order to control the inlet and exhaust air volume [16].
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Supply Air Temperature (SAT_PG)
RT SP = 22
SATSP = 18 - ((RTAVG - RTSP) * 4)
Cooling (CLGPG)
IF SF S ON THEN
IF RT AVG > RT SP + 1.3 OR
RT MAX > RT SP + 2 THEN
CLG MODE = ON, CCV = CCV_CO
IF RT AVG < RT SP + 0.8 AND
RT MAX < RT SP + 1.5 THEN
CLG MODE = OFF, CCV = 0
ELSE
CLG MODE = OFF, CCV = 0
Supply Fan (SF_PG)
IF WS ON OR RTAVG < 14 THEN
START SF
IF WS OFF AND RT AVG > 16 THEN
STOP SF
IF SAP > 30 THEN
SF S = ON
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SFS = OFF
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IF RAT < OAT THEN
MAD = MAD MIN
ELSE MAD = 100%
ELSE
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Figure 11: Virtual indoor environment modeling with smart HVAC control.
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Figure 12: Smart HVAC control system using fuzzy logic
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3.6 CFD SIMULATION FOR A SIMPLE CASE STUDY
3.6.1 Objective
The main goal of this project design and analysis is to obtain preliminary indoor
environmental data such as temperature distribution, flow velocity and pressure
distribution by using Computational Fluid Dynamics methodology. With PHOENICS
available on Athena workstation, 3-D model of the room chamber being examined can be
modeled with pre-processing VR-Editor and rough indoor environment factor after
running Earth. Finally, the graphical visual displays were printed with colors to present
the indoor environmental parameters simulated by the computer package. As a result,
engineers can get better ideas of how fluid flows in the room chamber and predict the
proper location of high performance ventilation facilities of the building structure.
3.6.2 Problem Definition
The building material being used and the boundary condition being applied can be
defined by the graphical user interface and the database in the "TR324-Starting with
PHOENICS -VR" tutorial menu [17].
Figure 13 displays the setting of the office room domain, It is 10 feet wide, 10 feet
deep and 5 feet high. The grid dimension used for space meshing system is 20, 15, 20
divisions in X, Y, Z direction respectively. The indoor air flow model to be applied is
laminar since the iteration time and accuracy is limited. Iteration number for this case
study is defined as 200, and it takes 6 minutes and 5 seconds to reach the 6 8th calculation
step.
Simulation results are presented in Figure 14 to Figure 21. It is obvious to see the
pressure distribution of the room is co-related to velocity profile. Also, temperature
distribution is illustrated with color diagram, which shows the hot, worm and cold parts
within the room.
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Figure 13: Room arrangement and grid setting for the CFD pre-processing.
Figure 14: Forced ventilation in the office room chamber.
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Figure 15: Pressure distribution profile on a random cross-section.
Figure 16: Iso-velocity surface contour at a specific point.
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Figure 17: Temperature distribution around radiator.
Figure 18: Indoor temperature distribution with adding of the windows.
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Figure 19: Vortex phenomena between fence and columns.
Figure 20: Relative negative pressure caused by natural ventilation.
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Figure 21: Flow velocity distribution on a certain cross section of the room.
3.6.3 Summary and Discussion
Further complicated cases regarding indoor environment modeling can be used to
assist detail design of ventilation system and the allocation of furniture and structural
components, i.e. columns and beams. For modem buildings, it is better to avoid placing
valuable machine such as computer terminals and temperature sensitive equipment at
high-temperature region. Meanwhile, office partition and individual space can be
determined with respect to human comfort level in order to improve working efficiency.
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Chapter
IV
OUTDOOR WIND FLOW
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The developments of the Computational Fluid Dynamics method as a powerful
tool for prediction of outdoor wind environmental conditions around buildings are
presented in this chapter of the thesis. CFD techniques have been applied in predicting
wind flow conditions: around a single building, between two parallel buildings and
around a multiple building configuration. Also presented is a limited model validation for
those simulated configurations. Finally, the last section of this chapter presents the
application of CFD techniques for a case study in simulating an imaginary site together
with proposed buildings and the local landscape.
4.1. SOME FACTS ABOUT AIR FLOW
Understanding the air flow patterns around buildings is of importance for
designing durable building envelopes. Model scale buildings and structures have been
tested in simulated flow established in Boundary Layer Wind Tunnels (BLWT). In 1956,
the first successful attempt was made by Cermak and tests were performed on the World
Trade Center model which marks the first use of the BLWT for building design [18].
Physical modeling techniques were also extended to the solution of various problems
such as the study of mountain-valley winds and wind-wave interactions [19]. These
advancements made many important contributions to the field of wind engineering.
BLWT studies have been a great source of information for updating the Building Codes
and standards of Practice [20].
Dimensional analysis is a common procedure in relating model-test results to the
full scale performance. For the BLWT to predict the behavior of the full-scale prototype
in the natural wind, the relevant physical properties of both the structure and of the
atmospheric boundary layer must be properly represented in the model. Thus, to achieve
complete similarity between the model and the prototype, a number of non-dimensional
parameters, such as, Reynolds and Froude numbers have to match. In practice it is rarely
possible to satisfy all these non-dimensional parameters. For example, the conditions
imposed by the individual parameters are incompatible and, in general, no material with
the physical properties suitable for the similarity requirement is available for model
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construction [21]. This implies the satisfaction of only a few similarity parameters. The
selection of the similarity parameters to be satisfied in any particular study depends upon
the nature of the problem. Thus it is necessary to introduce compromise procedures
which in turn introduce uncertainties into the interpretation of the model results, yet it
still permits the relevant data to be obtained.
Generally, BLWT may yield overestimated results because of the external suction
effects due to the proximity of the tunnel walls. The extent of this overestimation depends
primarily on the proportion of the tunnel cross-section area occupied by the model and on
whether the flow over the model is attached or separated. Therefore, it is always
recommended to limit the size of the model to less than 5% of the area of the working
section of the wind tunnel. In other cases of larger models the use of corrections for the
wake blockage is unavoidable. High cost, restricted data of field studies and long time
requirements have severely limited prototype measurements.
4.2 PREDICTION OF WIND LOAD EFFECT TO BUILDING STRUCTURE
Advancements in Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and numerical modeling
techniques provide new approaches to quantify building air flow. In the following
paragraphs, the application of CFD for modeling wind environmental conditions around
variety of building configurations will be presented. Examined configurations include (1)
wind flow around a single building, (2) flow between parallel buildings and (3) air flow
around multiple building configurations. First of all, computed flow fields are presented
for the above configurations to demonstrate the inherent advantages of CFD such as its
ability in providing a detail information of the flow field while modeling the complexities
induced in the flow domain. Secondly, model validation is performed by post processing
the computed results and comparing them with the available limited experimental data. In
addition, also presented will be the computed results from a case study for which the
CFD technique is applied as a predictive tool during the design stage.
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The case study simulation not only accounts for modeling the buildings but also,
for the first time, attempts have made to simulate the surrounding landscape such as the
hills and trees. Simulated results of the case study are displayed by selecting images from
an animation process that has also been developed as a part of the present investigation.
4.2.1 Investigation of the Computed Wind Flow Field
This section presents and discusses the computed wind flow field around various
simulated building configurations. Preceding that, a brief description of the applied
solution methodology is included.
4.2.2 Applied Solution Methodology
Basically, the current solution methodology consists of three main steps: pre-
processing, main computation, and post-processing. A modular structure computer code,
TWIST - Turbulent Wind Simulation Technique - has been developed to compute air
flow around buildings [22]. The code is in FORTRAN and it is capable of running under
variety of platforms such as IBM-3090 (7 MFlops), HP 735 (36 MIPS) and even on
microprocessors from 486 PC or higher Intel Pentium 266 MHz processor. TWIST
simulated various wind flow conditions and they are reported in many testing and
simulation report in international journals [23]. For the present study, TWIST is used to
evaluate the wind environmental conditions around a single and two building models.
For the investigation of multiple building configuration as well as the case study,
the well-known CFD solver PHOENICS10 [24] is used. Besides the customizing
procedures, two major sub modules are needed to use PHOENICS for wind flow
modeling. They are: (i) input module, known as Q1 file, consisting of computational
domain sizes, details for grid arrangement, coordinates for building locations and (ii)
other computational parameters such as values for initial flow conditions, convergence
criteria and relaxation factors.
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Boundary module, known as GROUND, consists of boundary specification,
selection of necessary numerical schemes and turbulence models. Details of these two
major modifications are reported in Baskaran [25] and CHAM [26].
Both codes use the Control Volume Method (CVM), which has been
demonstrated as a successful numerical procedure in many areas of computational wind
engineering. CVM is used to convert the non-linear partial differential equations into
difference equations. Solution of the difference equations is obtained at several thousand
control volume nodes such that the satisfaction of the momentum transferred between the
control volumes is guaranteed at steady state conditions. To fulfill the continuity of mass,
the well-known Semi Implicit Pressure Linked Equations (SIMPLE) algorithm of
Patankar [27] is used. These, in turn, enable one to correct the velocity field and improve
the initially assumed pressure field. Basic theoretical information about the partial
differential equations used in the analysis is given in the first section of this thesis work.
For all post processing of the computed results, FAST [28] animation software has been
used.
4.2.3 Computed Wind Flow Field
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Figure 22: Computed air flow around a building with different grid arrangements.
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Figure 22 shows the streamline plots obtained from the simulation of a single
building using four different grid systems. These plots (2D) show the side view pattern of
the flow distribution for a section that is passing through the building center under normal
flow conditions. The plots are obtained using the converged velocity components u and
w. In the four figures the computer model clearly predicted the flow separations from the
windward edge and re-circulation behind the building. To quantify these changes, the
length of re-circulation is calculated as explained in journal record [29]. The edges of the
re-circulation zone are at points where the ratio of the w-component of the velocity to
free-stream velocity takes a value close to zero, w/Us >> 0. The respective re-circulation
lengths have been found to be equal to 1.5L, 2.3L, 2.2L, and 2.1L for the four grid
systems: (38 x 20 x 28); (58 x 26 x 36); (68 x 30 x 40) and (78 x 36 x 40). The length of
re-circulation increases with increase in the number of nodes and shows approximately a
constant value for the third and fourth grid set.
Nevertheless, to support this description of the expected flow behavior,
experimental evidence of flow over buildings, such as flow visualization techniques are
necessary. Influence of the other computational parameters such as computational
domain size and the criteria used for convergence are examined and a diagnostic system
is also developed as explained in Stathopoulos and Baskaran [30]. Similar procedures are
used in modeling the following configurations.
Wind flow pattern between parallel buildings is one of the interesting and most
often practically encountered problems. The buildings form as the two beds of a channel
along which the air flow is passing. This particular wind induced effect is named as
"channeling effect". The channeling effect phenomenon modifies the local wind flow in
the passage between the buildings and creates unpleasant and sometimes dangerous wind
environmental conditions. Various experimental investigations were carried out to
understand the problem and guidelines are also formulated based on the measured wind
tunnel data.
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Figure 23: Velocity vectors and streamline plots of air flow between two buildings.
To model such a configuration using CFD technique, two buildings having the
same height and variable passage width (I = 6, 8 and 10 m) are considered. Results are
shown in the Figure 23 in the form of vectors and stream line plots taken at 2 m from the
ground level.
Formation of channeling effect due to increase of the flow field in the passage and
re-circulation behind the two buildings is clearly shown in the Figure 24. It also displays
the effect of the passage width on the predicted wind flow conditions around the
buildings. To quantify the changes in the local wind environmental conditions, the
calculated velocities are converted into conventional velocity ratios. These ratios are
obtained by dividing the magnitude of the computed velocities by the velocities in the
absence of the buildings (free stream velocities). Since the velocities are taken at the
same height for a particular location, these ratios will directly indicate the influence of
the buildings on the local wind conditions. Values greater than unity indicates an increase
in the velocity, on the other hand, ratios less than one indicate a reduction of local
velocity. These ratios can be further used to evaluate pedestrian comfort around
buildings. The velocity ratios (amplification or reduction factors) are shown in Figure 24
for three passage widths. Magnitudes of the ratios are higher along the passage and the
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building corners in comparison to the other locations. For points that are in high complex
re-circulating flow regions, the values are less than unity.
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Figure 24: Effect of passage width between two buildings on velocity ratios.
Multiple Building Model: To expand the modeling capabilities, further
complexities have been considered in the simulation. Figure 25 shows the 3D grid system
of a multiple building arrangement for normal wind flow conditions. By changing the
height of the individual building or their distances between them, one can easily model
variety of building arrangements. This is one of reason for selecting such an arrangement.
Another equally important concern is the availability of the measured wind velocities
around the buildings for this arrangement. Wiren [31] provides the details of the wind
tunnel experimentation. By incorporating same inlet velocity and turbulence intensity
profile conditions, simulations are performed for normal and oblique wind conditions.
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Figure 25: Three dimensional grid arrangement for normal wind flow in
modeling the multiple building configuration.
Selection of the size of the computational domain to model such configuration
depends mainly on the expected air flow patterns and wakes around the buildings under
investigation. Air flow, in turn, depends on building dimensions and local terrain
configuration. Researchers have commonly determined the size of the domain as a
multiple of building dimensions [32]. It should be also kept in mind that the increase in
the domain not only increases the number of grid nodes but also demands more CPU
time. Therefore, one must appropriately select the size of the domain so that a certain
level of accuracy is maintained. By selecting several computational domains, sensitivity
studies were carried out as described by Baskaran5. At the end of the analysis, the
dimension of the selected computational domain is shown in Figure 25. It has the
following dimensions for the normal wind flow condition: in the z direction; Up-Stream
Distance (USD) = 480 m, and Down-Stream Distance (DSD) = 1440 m; in the x
direction, Distances to Side, (DS1) and (DS2) are equal to 960 m and in the y direction
Distance to Top, (DT) = 108m. Calculations have been made over 55 x 23 x 49 control
volumes and the nodes are denser surrounding the building vicinity. As discussed before,
a different computation domain is selected for the oblique flow modeling.
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Figure 26: Velocity vectors around multiple building configurations for normal wind flow.
Figure 27: Velocity vectors around multiple building configurations for oblique wind flow.
Figures 26 and 27 show the plan view of the computed velocity fields around the
buildings at 2 m from the ground level for normal and oblique flow conditions
respectively. Only those vectors in the building proximity are displayed to get a closer
and clearer insight of the flow conditions in the vicinity of the buildings. These two
dimensional velocity plots are obtained from the resultant of the longitudinal (w) and
lateral (v) components using a reference velocity of 10 m/s. In these figures, the longer
the vectors the higher the wind speed. Flow separation points, changes in wind directions
along the two sides of the buildings and wake regions are clearly shown in the figure.
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This kind of vector plots is useful as preliminary information for the designer,
architect or engineer. Quick derivation by the computer and flexibility in incorporation of
changes can stimulate enthusiasm about computer evaluation of wind effects on buildings
as opposed to the traditional wind tunnel modeling approach.
Comparing the two Figures 26 and 27, one can easily identify the wind
directionality effects on the local flow developments. Some of them are grouped below:
Symmetrical condition exists along the flow direction only for the normal flow.
The lengths of the vectors are long, or wind speeds are high along the direction of the
flow. Thus the channeling effect is clearly predicted by the model for the normal wind
condition. In comparison to the normal flow, velocities are high between the buildings
(along x direction) for the oblique wind. For normal wind, reverse flow is formed
between the buildings. Re-circulation formed at the downstream side in the normal flow
case (Figure 26) did not occur for the oblique wind case.
4.3 MODEL VALIDATION
Model validation forms an integral part of model development. Validated model
can be used as predictive tool during the design process to perform parametric studies.
For the present study, model validation is achieved through systematic comparisons of
the simulated results with the experimental data which are obtained from wind tunnel
measurements. This in turn will enable: to compare model predictions for different
building configurations to evaluate the model sensitivities for different boundary
conditions. Note that in modeling these different configurations, the wind tunnel inlet
profile conditions are used as the boundary condition for the model and to account for the
different wind tunnel measurement techniques.
Wind tunnel studies have been carried out by Murakami et al [33] and
Stathopoulos and Storms [34] to evaluate the pedestrian wind environmental conditions.
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Most of these measured data are for single building configuration and they have
been compared with the simulated results by TWIST. For other building configurations,
however, only limited data is available in the literature. Review of the literature to
acquire reliable measured velocity data for the different simulated configuration, reveal
the need for a systematic experimental study to collect velocity data around the building
for the purpose of bench marking the model. Similar need was also recognized by
Summers et al [35] who measured the details of the flow field around a cube and
compared with their simulated data.
Four wind tunnel studies are selected for model validation. They used different
reference velocities to normalize the measured velocities around the buildings. For
consistency in the comparison of wind tunnel data and computed results, first, the mean
velocity (U) is obtained using the three computed velocity components ( U = [ u2+v2+w2
] 2 ). Second, the same reference velocity of the wind tunnel studies is considered for
normalizing. This can either be velocity at a gradient height (Ug), velocity at 2 m level
(U2), velocity at 10 m level (U10) or velocity at any altitude and it is denoted in the
comparison figures by Un. The important features of the model validations are presented
below.
Two Building Model: Stathopoulos [34] measured wind velocity and turbulence
condition in a passage between two rectangular buildings. Experimental data for open
country exposure with powder law exponent coefficient (a) as 0.15 and normal wind flow
condition are used for the comparison. Simulation uses a mean speed profile having an
exponent of 0.15 and a maximum turbulence intensity of 20% near the ground. The
buildings are separated by a 6 m passage between them. Figure 28 shows a typical
comparison of the model predictions with the experimental data. Results agree fairly well
for locations along the passage center line. A correlation coefficient of 0.98 has been
calculated showing about 2 % deviation between the experimental data and computed
values.
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Figure 28: Model validation in predicting the channeling effect between two buildings.
Having the two building model, one can conveniently change the geometry of the
buildings and the passage width between them. Typical comparisons of such simulations
are shown in the Figure 29. Computed ratios are shown in points along with the wind
tunnel traces.
Simulations are performed with same experimental conditions of Wiren [29].
Increase in the passage width increases the velocity ratios. Due to flow contraction, the
velocity ratios are maximum at the entrance of both passage widths. It is evident that the
model is sensitive to the geometrical changes of the building as well as the variations of
the passage width.
0 5 tO
Figure 29: Model validation in predicting the channeling effect between two buildings.
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Ishizaki and Sung [28] measured the development of the vertical flow between
two buildings at three different elevations, the bottom (hl), the middle (h2) and top (h3).
Figure 30 presents the model validation in predicting the vertical flow variation. In this
Figure, the x axis presents the normalized values of the passage width (1) with respect to
the length of the building (L), whereas the y axis presents the velocity ratios. The ratios
are maximum near the ground so is the difference between the computed velocities and
measured data. Nevertheless, for locations further away from the ground, the agreements
are better between the measured data and computed results.
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Figure 30: Model validation in predicting the vertical flow variation between two buildings.
Model validation is also performed for multiple buildings configuration and
presented in Figure 31 for normal wind flow conditions. Four typical locations, (y/B = -
0.30, 1.9, 4.2, 5.8) are considered. For an example y/B = -0.30 represents the upstream
separated flow characteristics whereas y/B = 5.8 presented the downstream wake flow
characteristics. The other two locations represent the cross flow characteristics. In Figure
31, for all locations, two peaks occurred along the passage. Also, the model clearly
produced the expected symmetrical conditions on either side of the x/L = 1.6. The
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velocity ratios are decreasing moving from upstream to down stream, namely, from y/B =
-0.3 to y/B = 5.8. The predictions are compared to experimental data produced by
Wirenl6. Wirenl6 performed extensive wind tunnel measurements and grouped the
measured velocity ratios in the form of contours plots for various wind directions. Due to
symmetrical condition, measurements were performed only for half of the arrangement.
From the contour plots, local velocity ratios are extracted and presented in the Figure 10.
In general, comparison to the measured data, the computed ratios are higher along the
passage and smaller for other locations. Average deviation between computed and
measured data is about 5 %.
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Figure 31: Model validation in predicting the flow around multiple building configurations (normal wind).
Figure 31 examines the model predictions, in similar format as of Figure 32, for
oblique wind flow conditions. As shown, significantly different velocity ratios are
computed for oblique wind flow conditions. The symmetrical conditions are diminished
due to changes in the incoming flow direction. At the upstream (y/B = -0.3), the flow
dominant along the X direction having two peaks along the passage. For other locations,
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through flow along the X direction is observed. This can be easily seen from the decrease
of velocity ratios as x/L increases. Moreover, the available measured data from the Wiren
[29] show good agreement with the computed ratios.
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Figure 32: Model validation in predicting the flow around multiple building configurations (oblique wind).
4.3.1 Application of the Model for a Design Case study
The following is the results from an application of the developed model for the
investigating of wind environmental conditions of the actual site. The model has been
used as a predictive tool in arranging the different building locations during the design
stage of the following site.
4.3.2 Modeled Configuration for the Case Study
Figure 33 shows an aerial view of the investigated site and the surroundings.
There are three proposed buildings BLDG1, BLDG2 and BLDG3. The local landscape
composed of a sloping hill on the south side of the investigated buildings as well as trees
around the buildings.
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Figure 33: Aerial view of the site for the case study.
Keeping the building BLDG1 location constant along with the local landscape,
buildings BLDG2 and BLDG3 are placed at several locations to investigate their effect
on BLDG1. The investigated building BLDG1 is about 112 m long, 24 m width and three
stories high and therefore the building aspect ratios are unusual, 5 and 10 respectively for
length/width and length/height. There is a "step cutting" at the third floor that adds to the
complexity of the building shape. Due to this unusual aspect ratio and complex building
shape, evaluation of local wind environmental condition is warranted.
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Figure 34: Computational domain, proximity region and buildings modeled for the case study.
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In the Figure 34, the dotted line represents the "proximity region". The term
"proximity region" defines an area surrounding the BLDG1 building and significantly
affects the behavior of air flow around the building. The boundaries of this region are
determined such that buildings or natural obstacles outside this area will not significantly
affect the nature of air flow around BLDG1. Thus the proximity region is dependent on
the local terrain rather than the direction of the wind. As shown in Figure 35, for the NE
wind direction, the computational domain has the following dimensions: USD = 300 m;
DSD = 900 m; DT= 50 m; DS1 and DS2 are equal to 290 m. For the case of the wind
blows from the west direction, these distances are respectively: USD = 340 m; DSD =
688 m; DT= 50 m; DS1 = 490 and DS2 = 750m.
For computer modeling purpose, the building geometry, inside the proximity
region, are transformed from the actual site by defining their boundaries using a set of
points with known coordinates. For modeling the local terrain, tree has been simulated
using 50% porous wall. The 50% porosity reveals the actual density between the trees
due to the natural arrangement of trees. On the other hand, the hill has been modeled
using two-step prisms on top of each other in elevation as shown in Figure 35. The two-
step prisms are inclined on the plan view to match the actual landscape.
4.3.3 Animated Turbulent Air Flow Fields
The model under development is three dimensional and fluid properties are
computed and stored at various special locations. One effective approach to investigate
the special variation of fluid property is through flow visualization. Through computer
visualization, various aspects of the numerical solution, which would otherwise be
difficult to identify experimentally, may easily be observed. Engineers and researchers
are thereby able to gain a much better insight into the behavior of the corresponding
numerical solution. Data visualization can be achieved in many ways, ranging from
simple two-dimensional colors shaded graphs to complex three-dimensional animation. A
very powerful system can perform real-time animation by developing successive frames
from raw data and displaying them. In a less powerful system the raw data is first
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generated and stored in plot files and animation is performed by rapidly displaying the
pre-developed frames in a pre-defined sequence and with a pre-defined time interval. The
latter method is under development for the numerical evaluation of wind flow conditions
around buildings.
This section discusses the results obtained from the investigation of the all three
discussed configurations. The principal velocity component, w, and kinetic energy k are
extracted from the simulated results to evaluate the changes in the environmental
conditions of the local wind. The k values are further converted into percentages of
turbulence intensity by dividing the square root of k by the free stream velocities, Us, i.e.,
k2/Us x 100.
Figure 35: presents the w-component values around BLDG1 for the NE wind direction.
Using FAST14, animations are performed to visualize and investigate the air flow
conditions around the buildings. Animated images are recorded out to VHS video
cassettes. For presenting the results in report form, images are selected from the
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animation and saved in to TARGA file format. TARGA, abbreviated as TGA, is a
particular file format for storing color graphic images. These files are further edited and
printed in the form of color contour plots. Such plots are presented at two levels, namely
2 and 7.7m above ground. The height of 2 m above ground represents a standard
measurement commonly followed by the wind engineering researchers. The height of
7.7m is the beginning of the third level "step cutting" on BLDG1, representing a potential
area for snow accumulation. These plots have four major colors: blue, green, yellow, and
red. The color spectrum from blue to red represents the increase in the velocity
components, w, and the turbulence intensity, I. This will facilitate the visualization of air
flow conditions around the buildings. Analysis of this nature illustrates some of the
inherent advantages in CFD modeling.
Separation from the windward edge and re-circulation and involved eddies behind
BLDG1 are observed. Separation is represented by yellow color in which there is change
in the flow direction with respect to the incoming flow. The edges of the re-circulation
zone are at points where the ratio of the w-component of the velocity to free-stream
velocity takes a value close to zerol3, w/Us >> 0. In the Figure, this may be identified
where the color changes from blue to green.
For the present investigation, the length of the re-circulation region is
approximately 1.5 times the building height. Due to the unusual building length, a large
disturbance region on the leeward side has also been observed during the analysis. This
disturbance decreases with the increase in height. For an example, comparing the images
obtained for the 2 m height with those for 7.7 m, flow disturbances are less significant at
height of 7.7 m than at height of 2 m. This is not surprising because the only interaction
affecting the flow at a height of 7.7 m is due to the building, whereas the flow field at the
2 m level will interact with both the ground and the building surfaces. Moreover, the
dining hall, which is only 5.5 m high, does not significantly affect the flow.
Wind directionality effects are investigated and presented in Figures 36 and 37
respectively for SW and W wind directions. Comparing Figure 35 with Figure 36, the
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wind direction has been changed to 180 degrees. Although the overall wind
environmental conditions are not symmetrically replicated in Figure 36, much of the
explanation presented for Figure 35 applies equally to Figure 36. In Figure 37 for the
westly wind condition, BLDG1 is shielded by other buildings in the upstream direction
and by the hill and trees in the downstream direction.
This reduces the length of the re-circulation region for BLDG1. Thus, the re-
circulation zone is more pronounced for the normal flow as opposed to the oblique flow.
This has been found to be true both at 2 and 7.7 m heights above ground. The
"channeling wind effect" occurred between the building and hills at 7.7 m between the
buildings BLDG1 and BLDG2 is also disturbed for the west wind direction.
Figure 38 shows the turbulence intensity images at 2 m height for all three
configurations. In addition, the animated image for the configuration of single building is
also included for comparison purpose. Generally, the turbulence intensity increases with
an increase of the obstruction in the flow domain. This has been found to be true for the
present investigation. The overall turbulence intensity values are amplified when the
surrounding buildings are included in the computer simulation. It is evident from Figure
17 that maximum turbulence intensity increased from 15% to 25% when other buildings
and landscape were considered in the model. On the other hand, the extension of the
turbulence intensity region around BLDG1 is decreased. This is due to the shielding
effect caused by other buildings near BLDG1.
4.4 SUMMARY AND REMARKS
A considerable effort has been invested in applying and validating CFD
techniques for air flow around: single, double and multiple building configurations. From
the preceding discussions, the following conclusions can be made:
1. CFD is emerging as a powerful tool for the investigation of building air flow
applications.
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2. CFD techniques can provide very detailed predictions of air velocities around
buildings.
3. Model validation, forming an integral part of model development, indicated that the
CFD techniques can qualitatively predict the flow around various building
configurations.
4. Extensive literature review revealed that the availability of reliable experimental data
is limited for model bench marking purpose.
5. Applying the CFD techniques for the case study and visualizing the wind flow field
around buildings provided various design opportunities for the owners and developers.
6. It must be emphasized that it is vital that proper engineering judgment be exercised in
applying and interpenetrating the output obtained from the CFD models.
Figure 36: Animated contour images of w component velocity - West wind.
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Aftitude 2.0 m AHitude 7.7 m
NORTH EAST wind speed 23 rn/s Legend
Figure 37: Animated contour images of w component velocity - SW wind.
Figure 38: Animated contour images of turbulence intensity for various wind directions.
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4.5 NOMENCLATURE
B Building width (x)
BLDGI The principal investigated building
BLDG2 A surrounding building
DS1, DS2 Distances from the building side across the flow - along x direction
DSD Down-Stream distance
DT Distance from the building top
H Height of the building (y)
I The width of the passage between buildings
K Fluid kinetic energy
L Building length (z)
LR Length of the recirculation zone
NE North-East direction
SW South west direction
U Mean velocity, U= u 2  + w
2
Un Wind velocity used for normalization
USD Up-Stream distance
Us Free stream velocity
u, v, w mean velocity components along x, y, z directions
W West direction
x, y, z distance along the coordinate axis
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Chapter
WIND ENGINEERING
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5.1 WIND LOAD
All structures are subjected to wind load, but only those building more than three
or four stories high or long span bridges require special consideration of the effect of
loading caused by wind.
On any typical building of rectangular plan and elevation, wind exerts pressure on
the windward side and suction on the leeward side, as well as either uplift or downward
of the roof. For most ordinary situations, such as buildings in New England Area of the
United States, vertical roof loading from wind is neglected on the assumption that snow
loading will require a greater strength than wind loading. However, this assumption is not
true for southern climates where the vertical loading due to wind load, windward and
leeward effect, is commonly assumed to be applied to the wind face of the building.
Positive Negative
Pressure Pressure
Figure 39: Wind load will effect the design of the building.
In accordance with Bernoulli's theorem for an ideal fluid striking an object, the
increase in static pressure equals the decrease in dynamic pressure:
q= pV2
2
(4)
where p is the mass density of air (specific weight w = 0.07651 pcf at sea level and
150C) and V is the wind velocity. In SI unit, q=0.63 V2, for q in MPa and V in m/sec. In
terms of velocity in miles per hour, the dynamic pressure q (psf) would be
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1q 0.07651( 5280V 2
q= - = 0.0026V2 (5)2 32.2 3600)
In the design of usual types of buildings the dynamics pressure q is commonly converted
into equivalent static pressure p,
p = qCeCgCp (6)
where Ce is an exposure factor that varies from 1.0 (for 0-40ft height) to 2.0 (for 740-
1200ft height); Cg is a gust factor, such as 2.0 for structural members and 2.5 for small
elements including cladding; and C, is a shape factor for the building [36].
p0.7q
p=O 7q
p=0.8q p=0.5q
p=O 8q
Figure 40: Wind-pressure distribution of different kinds of building shapes.
The commonly used wind pressure of 20 psf, as specified by many building
codes, corresponds to a velocity of 88 miles per hour (mph). An exposure factor Ce of
1.0, a gust factor Cg of 2.0, and a shape factor C, of 1.3 for an airtight building, along
with a 20 psf equivalent static pressure p, will give a dynamic pressure of 7.7 psf, which
corresponds to a wind velocity of 55 mph. For all buildings having non-planar surfaces,
plane surfaces inclined to the wind direction, or surfaces having significant openings,
special determination of wind forces should be made using special structural engineering
code books [37]. For more extensive treatment of wind loads, precise computational fluid
dynamic method may be applied to predict even more correct wind loading pressure on
the building envelopes.
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5.2 ADVANCED WIND ENGINEERING
5.2.1 Model Scale Wind Tunnel Testing
To measure the wind pressure and velocities on and around the buildings, we can
apply wind tunnel testing using two boundary layers. In this model-scale testing, on-line
computers will acquire data at each measurement point. Compared to full-scale studies,
this model test has two main advantages: (1) Time-scale in wind tunnel measurements
makes it possible to obtain data up to 200 times faster. (2) Unlike in full-scale conditions,
the wind can always be relied upon to blow downwards since the model structure does
not exceed the wind tunnel height.
Figure 41: Building complex model for wind tunnel testing.
The natural wind can be simulated for real environments ranging from open
country to downtown city centers at scales from 1: 1000 to 1: 100. The full range of
model tests that we can carry out includes:
* Measurement of surface wind pressures on building models using miniature pressure
transducers and remote-controlled pressure scanning switches.
* Base bending moments induced by the lateral wind force applied on the building.
* Shear forces estimated by computer on the structural components of each story.
* Wind loading spectra recorded by computer data acquisition system.
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* Airflow patterns using flow visualization with video/film recording.
* Structural response spectra using a variety of strain gauge and piezo-electric
materials.
As a result, force balances with wind velocities and turbulence intensities will be
measured by using hot-wire anemometers. This real-time response graph provides further
information to the adaptive control of structure and brings better solution to reduce the
lateral deflection of the high-rise building.
Building materials manufacturers, architects, and structural engineers all have to
take into account the effects of wind action on buildings. Especially we have to keep in
mind how buildings respond to the wind? With the wind tunnel testing results and other
testing methodologies, wind engineers can advise construction clients, so that optimum
performance will be obtained while taking account of both safety and economic
considerations.
For detail comprehensive analysis of wind engineering, further investigation of
design and analysis should be accomplished. Based on model-scale and full-scale wind
tunnel testing, the scope of the data that wind engineers can provide covers:
1. Wind loads on structures and building claddings.
2. Wind velocities at sites.
3. Wind environment around buildings.
4. Ventilation characteristics of buildings.
5. Positioning of HVAC plant and smoke vents.
6. Performance of roofing and cladding.
For structural facilities to be built in the next century, many aspects should be
focused on to improve the performance of the building itself. For example, according to
the nationwide wind damage survey, engineers can make a preliminary site wind speed
and loading predictions and develop model scale wind tunnel testing or full-scaled
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studies. Furthermore, according to the visualized air flow pattern obtained from the wind
tunnel testing, mechanical engineers can make better measurement and prediction for
ventilation system within the building.
The next step is to develop our research at model scale into surface wind
pressures on buildings by simulations of the atmospheric boundary layer. The accurate
measurements of wind loads and the environmental wind around buildings obtained from
this work are being used to update and supplement our wind load estimation together
with existing data in the design code books [38].
Figure 42: Wind pressure distribution on the building.
It is also very important to study dynamic response characteristics of high-rise
structures and the associated wind loading and response spectra. Aero-elastic models
tested in the wind tunnel will be calibrated against theoretical models and prototype data
from real structures. This work will result in a better understanding of the behavior of
actual structures and an improved basis for the advice on design.
Civil engineers continue to improve existing techniques and develop new methods
for measuring ventilation air flow in large and multi-celled buildings such as offices.
They are also seeking to improve our prediction methods by drawing on the combination
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of wind tunnel model-scale studies and full-scale measurements in order to develop and
refine computer software tools being used for wind load estimation.
In the past few decades, wind engineers have undertaken studies of the effects of
wind action using a wide variety of real buildings [39]. The wind tunnels provide results
quickly and cheaply. Full-scale investigations, however, not only provide immediate
information, for example, to guide remedial action. They also extend our experience and
therefore increase our confidence in the model-scale studies. As a result, full-scale
investigations can be used to measure:
* Wind pressures on real buildings using new servo-controlled pressure transducers.
* Characteristics of the natural wind environment to a height of 500 meters using mast-
mounted and kite anemometers.
* Ventilation/infiltration characteristics of real buildings using tracer gas measurements
and pressurization techniques.
Figure 43 shows a schematic of a computer-controlled test rig capable of
reproducing the fluctuations of surface pressure caused by wind on buildings and
structural components. It is also used to investigate the mechanisms and load paths by
which surface pressures are transferred through to structural members. It is especially
useful for assessing the resistance to the wind of modern forms of multi-layer cladding
systems or roofing materials, since it can follow any input trace so that the pressures
induced by major storms or hurricanes can be reproduced on the cladding or roofing
material. It has been designed to apply pressure or suction in the range of plus or minus
8.5 KPa, and has been successfully used for realistic proof testing of prototype cladding
and roofing systems. It can also be used for certification procedures and for 'forensic'
investigation of wind-damaged buildings.
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Stepper-Signal
Prandtl-Tube
Figure 43: Flow chart of data acquisition system of wind pressure measurement.
Each model has equipped with pressure tabs. The pressure tab location was
determined from preliminary experiments and chosen in such a way that the expected
location of the peak pressure was included. The data were sampled with a data
acquisition system consisting of three scanivalves with integrated pressure transducers
and a personal computer. A 100 Hz low-pass filter was used. Each of the scanivalve was
connected to the wind tunnel Prandtl-tube to measure the dynamic pressure. The
reference pressure for the transducer is the static pressure of the Prandtl-tube in roof
height of the investigated building. Each pressure tab is scanned with a frequency of 500
Hz. From the accumulated data the time average pressures and the root-mean-square
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(RMS) value of the pressure fluctuation were calculated and non-dimensionalized with
the wind stagnation pressure at the building roof height.
5.2.2 Measurement and Prediction of Indoor Ventilation
In addition to measuring pressure coefficients in order to characterize building
ventilation/infiltration performance, we undertake complementary ventilation/air
movement studies using tracer gas analysis and pressurization techniques. A predictive
computer software tool such as PHOENICS VR Commander [40] has been used to
predict the particle movement in an office chamber. The preliminary design of a case
study and the results will be presented and discussed in the final Chapter.
For example, a pressurization rig has been designed to carry out building
envelope leakage test on most office-type buildings. The rig consists of three large fans -
each capable of delivering up to 5.5 cubic meters of air per second (m3/sec) against a
building envelope pressure difference of 50 Pa - the conventional target for test purposes.
Also, the fans can be used in combination or singly to reach the target pressure. Results
from these tests can be used as a diagnostic tool for measuring the air-tightness in
buildings.
5.3 AIRFLOW VISUALIZATION IN WIND TUNNELS
The use of smoke and other visualization techniques enables us to enhance
quantitative air velocity data with visualized air flow patterns around buildings. Such
techniques can be used, for example, to assess new high-rise development for induced
wind problems, or to analyze the risk of inlet/outlet interference of mechanical air
handling plant.
5.3.1 Site Wind Speed and Loading Predictions
Although many conventional code books, meteorological data and topographical
archive can solve wind engineering problems, detail cladding and curtain wall design for
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skyscrapers relies on accurate predictions of design wind speeds and flow condition over
neighboring building complex. For example, full-scale and model-scale studies have
naturally amassed a vast amount of design loading data over the years, for a wide range
of building shapes. Therefore, initial wind load estimation can be achieved quickly and
cheaply at the conceptual design stage. Structural engineers must collate all this
information and supplement them with data from other research establishments and
published sources to make optimal design of the high performance structural components.
5.3.2 Wind-Driven Rain characteristics on Building Envelope
One of the primary functions of the envelope of a building is to shelter its
occupants from wind and rain. Therefore weather-tightness is an important aspect in the
design and construction of building envelope systems. Currently the design/testing
criteria for weather-tightness used are not rational. They are just guesses based on
previous experience. Significant uncertainties are involved. It is thus, important to obtain
the environmental loads, e.g. wind pressure, rainfall and wind-driven rain intensity.
Weather resistance design of cladding systems is basically related to wind-driven
rain. For example, the rainfall in some tropical or subtropical countries such as Singapore
or Taiwan is very heavy and predominantly of the storm type. Research is needed to
investigate the wind-driven rain characteristics for such local climatic conditions so as to
produce criteria for weather resistance design and evaluation of modern building facades.
Knowing the characteristics of wind and rain, the next step is to obtain the wind
pressure and wind-driven rain intensity on building faces. This involves the interactions
between wind, rain and the building. This problem can be investigated by using
computational fluid dynamics methods to study the local flow pattern around a building,
raindrop trajectories, wind-driven rain intensities and velocity and direction of raindrop
impinging onto building faces.
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5.4 ADVANCED WIND LOADING STUDIES
To design and construct a high performance structure with safe and economical
considerations advanced on-site measurements of wind characteristics during
thunderstorms or tornadoes are encouraged. This includes velocity profile, turbulent
intensity, gust factor, auto & cross correlation and auto & cross spectrum. Especially,
building response during periodic wind load is considered to be a major factor of material
fatigue and structure damage. As a consequence, the further investigation should include
pressure measurements on building faces, gust pressure for cladding design, and
coherence function for the dynamic structural design. Moreover, the displacement and
acceleration of the building need also be monitored.
Pressure on the face of a building is affected by many factors, such as building
geometry, location, architectural features and adjacent buildings. High suction areas are
often found at locations of sudden change of geometry. The objective of the study in the
following paragraph is to identify the locations of problematic areas, to look at the
mechanism of the formation of these high suction zones, to look at their spatial and time
distribution and to produce a better design criteria for wind loading and weather-tightness
design of building facade.
5.4.1 Pressure-Equalization Study on Curtain Walls
In the 70's the principles of pressure equalized joint design were established.
Nowadays this design method has largely been used and replacing the one stage system
[41]. Unlike the one stage system where both the rain and the wind are resisted by one
barrier, the pressure equalized joint design has two barriers. There is an outer barrier, the
rain screen used to screen out the rain water. Behind the rain screen is the air barrier or
the air seal, which is there to stop wind penetration. The air seal is protected from rain
water by the rain screen. There is a cavity between the air barrier and the rain screen and
is vented to the outside of the building through vent (weep) holes on the rain screen. The
purpose of the design is to have zero pressure differential across the rain screen i.e.
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pressure inside the cavity is the same (pressure equalization) as that of the exterior.
Hence removing the driving force pushing the rain water into the cavity. However wind
pressure on the building facade is very much dynamic. It varies with time and the
pressure fluctuates with each onset of wind gust. Therefore a small amount of rain water
is expected to be forced into the cavities, but it is also expected to drain away as the gust
subsides through the designed drainage path.
Figure 44: Glass cladding fagade of low-rise academic building.
5.4.2 Durability of Composite Wall Panels under Differential Movements
Our previous study has identified that differential movement in building elements
is one of the key detrimental factors in causing de-lamination of renders, as well as
falling tiles and stones. It sometimes becomes a safety issue causing anxiety in the public,
and often leads to heavy financial loss to contractors and building owners. The
differential movement, ascribable to thermal and moisture expansion and contraction, and
due to creep under dead load or pre-stressing, is highly environment- and time-
dependent; however, current design provisions are largely based on simple calculations
and experiences from temperate countries. In some case studies of recent buildings
incorporating new forms of construction throughout the world [42], concrete elements of
dimensions 1.5 m by 5.0 m by 200 mm have been pre-casted and post-tensioned as
substrates for the composite systems, to which many finishes will be applied. The
performance of these systems under the exposure to the tropical weather will be
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continuously monitored in the next few years. A numerical model will be established to
take into consideration the temperature variations and time-dependent strain in the
systems, and to evaluate the important parameters responsible for causing distress.
5.4.3 Accelerated Tropical Weathering Test on Construction Materials
Natural weathering is generally too slow to assess the durability characteristics of
materials, and is variable over time in most localities. Owing to these limitations, natural
weathering tests are not quite suitable, and hence accelerated tests are needed to provide
a basis, for selection of materials for durable performance in the circumstances where
traditional materials are put to unconventional uses, and where new materials and
systems are introduced for use. As of now, accelerated weathering tests for service life
prediction of construction materials is still in the realm of research, needing development
and establishment of appropriate theoretical or mathematical formulations on destructive
mechanisms and their kinetics for specific materials in specified environments. The need
for comparison of such tests with natural weathering tests in the field for validation and
quantitative correlation call for broad-based and sustained effort of interdisciplinary
character over a long duration. In order to study the performance of construction
materials an accelerated weathering chamber has been designed, built and put in
operation with automatic servo control. This chamber can simulate weathering with
programmed cycles of changing temperature, humidity, irradiant, and water spray for any
desired duration round the clock.
5.4.4 Aero-elastic Response of Bridge Decks
In the picture shown below, bridge deck section models are to be tested to
determine coefficients describing their interaction with air flow. Extraction of some of
these coefficients is straight forward while system identification procedures for others
need to be implemented and applied. How to weaken the vortices generated by wind is an
issue, which will influence the realization of superhigh-rise buildings. For the dynamic
monitoring of the tall buildings, a system for monitoring acceleration and wind vectors on
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a high rise building has being installed. Collection and interpretation of this data will be
necessary for the purpose of establishing the levels of dynamic loading.
Figure 45: Wind tunnel test arrangement of a bridge deck model.
Figure 46 shows the vortex generated periodically by the interaction of the
building and the wind. The alternate lift force caused by vortices is greatest for buildings
which have a square horizontal plan. As wind speed increases, the vortex-induced
vibration of the buildings in an across-wind direction from the lift force becomes
dominant. Furthermore, as the periods of the building vibration and the generating
vortices synchronize, vortex-induced vibration becomes a self-induced vibration. Based
on wind tunnel tests, it became clear that removing the corners of the buildings, such as
cutting off or rounding off, is an effective means of reducing the lift force and the vortex-
induced vibration. It is said that the greatest enemy of superhigh-rise buildings is this
vortex-induced vibration rather than the vibration under earthquakes.
Figure 46: Vortex generated by wind around the building.
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In Japan, the Takenaka Research & Development Institute has a wind tunnel
testing facility which is fitted with two large wind tunnels, with maximum wind
velocities of 40 meters per second and 20 meters per second correspondingly. The wind
loads and wind-induced dynamic responses of HOLONICTOWER are measured by wind
tunnel tests in which the flow is similar to natural wind. With the increase of slenderness
of the high-rise building, deformation caused by wind loading is even more significant.
Base on the test data, we confirmed the safety of the building under strong winds with the
wind resistance system to ensure the safety of people and avoid the damage of the
structure.
1000
-W-- HOLONIC TOWER 0 0
g -s- Squarel(e8om)O building
200 i
2 4 S 8 10 12
Noncrimensional
wind Welocity (U/f / B)
Figure 47: Comparison of deflection of ordinary building and high-rise.
5.5 WIND LOAD ESTIMATION AROUND BUILDING COMPLEX
In this simulation model application, three buildings with different materials and
dimensions are placed on the large ground plot for CFD testing. The space domain was
defined as 100m x 80m x 60m in X, Y, Z direction. The tallest building is set to be 20m x
20m in base and 60 meters tall. It is assumed to be constructed with Aluminum and the
temperature accumulated during the daytime reaches 30 degree Celsius. The roughness of
the building is 0.1mm on the west side and 0.5mm on the east side, and 0.25mm on the
south and north sides. The other two low-rise buildings are assumed to be as factories
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with a cubical shape, 15 meters on a scale and constructed with cast dense concrete which
absorbs 5000W heat during summer time.
The graphic user interface (GUI) and the input/output (I/O) panel of PHOENICS
are shown in Figure 48 and 49. VR-Editor on the menu bar is used for pro-processing of
the which defines all conditions to be applied in the simulation hereafter. In Figure 50
and 51, the domain medium has been chosen as regular air at 20 degree Celsius and 1
atm. In order to save iteration time and to avoid over-floating of the numerical simulation
[44], The turbulent model has been defined as Low Velocity (LVEL). Wind can be
defined as a inlet-thin plate attached on the domain boundary. According to wind load
estimation in building codes, wind velocity was defined as 150 mph, i.e., 67.77m/s used
in the software input data. Figure 52 shows the back side view of the building complex
and meshing of the entire domain. An uniform mesh uses 50x40x30 in X, Y, Z direction
is adopted.
5.5.1 Simulation Procedure
After setting up the geometry and boundary condition for the model, one can exit
the pre-processing file and press the "Earth" bottom on the menu bar to start the
calculation. Results showing the fluctuation of wind velocity, pressure and temperature at
the probe were plot in Figure 53 to Figure 55. The complete simulation result was printed
with ASCII code and is attached in Appendix Al & A2 at the end of this thesis. It is
obvious that after 5 minutes of iteration time, the variables converge and the response
curves remain straight and smooth. Based on this experience, a shorter iteration time can
be selected for calculation with the same geometry and environmental condition. In
general, the calculation time varies significantly. To ensure the quality of the result,
refine meshes and longer iteration time are usually recommended. For example, two
hours of detail simulation was required to obtain an accurate solution and suitable
graphical output for a problem similar to this case.
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5.5.2 Discussion
From the output graphical results generated by post-processor VR-Viewer, one
can have a general idea of the wind flow around the building and the pressure distribution
on the structure fagade. For example, Figure 58 and 59 show that the high-rise building is
influenced by the wind tunnel effect [43]. The wind comes from the east side and flows
between the two low-rise buildings. There is a concentration of pressure right at the
entrance of the tall building. Thus, it is not wise to put a large glass door or window at
this location.
5.5.3 Summary and Discussion
Using a CFD model for preliminary building design provides information on wind
load pattern that is necessary for the related design of the building in the high winded
region. This model shows the first-hand information of wind load pattern surrounded the
building complex. Figure 65 and 66 illustrate how wind-induced pressure effects the
building performance and influence the safety of the pedestrians walking in this area.
Buildings with different height are generally built together in urban development.
Therefore, civil engineers and landscape architects need to have a basic understanding of
the fluid-structure interaction problem and use better methodology while designing new
building structure.
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Figure 48: User interface of Phoenics-a computer package for computational fluid dynamics.
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Figure 49: Input and output information of Phoenics.
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Figure 50: Control panel of the CFD pre-processing.
Figure 51: Pseudo wind load arrangement and distribution.
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Figure 52: Grid setting of the wind domain and building complex.
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Figure 53: Rough simulation result at I Pth iteration time step.
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Figure 54: Intermittent simulation result at 42nd iteration time step.
Figure 55: Variables spectrum of complete simulation result.
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Figure 56: Wind tunnel effect of the building complex.
Figure 57: Wind pressure distribution in the x-direction.
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Figure 58: Iso-thermal contour of three buildings under hot summer wind flow.
Figure 59: Equal-velocity distribution profile around the building complex.
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Figure 60: Wind velocity distribution in front of a high-rise building.
Figure 61: Horizontal wind distribution on the top of the tall building.
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Figure 62: Increasing the size of the wind effect domain.
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Figure 63: Complete simulation result of the new case.
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Figure 64: Enhancement of wind channel effect at the entrance of the tall building.
Figure 65: Iso-pressure contour around the building complex.
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Figure 66: Iso-velocity contour of the three buildings under bid wind load.
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Chapter
VI
CONCLUSIONS AND
FUTURE OUTLOOK
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6.1 CAPABILITY OF COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD), the simulation of fluid flow and heat
transfer process, is one of the emerging numerical techniques which is set to
revolutionize building design engineering.
Since the late 1970's, advanced computer models have been developed for the
prediction of airflow, field temperature and pressure distribution, smoke (or other
contaminate) dispersion, in the context of the built environment. These models are based
on the established numerical techniques known as computational fluid dynamics (CFD).
The complex nature of CFD models has made them far more difficult to use than the
CAD and HVAC software tools currently used by architects and building services
engineers.
Predicting the actual energy consumed by a building is a complex function of
prevailing climate influences, environmental requirements, building fabric, power plants
and control system. In the last decade it has become increasingly recognized that in order
to develop realistic methods for energy-conscious design of buildings it is necessary to
model the dynamic energy performance of the system. These dynamic models require a
computational solution, in contrast to the manual-calculation methods used with the
conventional steady-state procedures. Thermal models are capable of providing the detail
information necessary to configure effective solution for thermal design and management
of buildings. However, a weakness in these models is that the emphasis has been placed
on dynamic thermal performance of the fabric, while airflow and convective heat
exchange in and around the building are modeled using only rough approximation. In
addition, they provide only an spatial average air velocity and temperature, rather than
the field values of these variables, which are required for thermal comfort and safety
assessment of the building.
In this thesis, the environmental and building service requirements for predicting
airflow and related phenomena, such as convective heat transfer and smoke movement, in
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the context of building environment, is outlined. Together, with the capabilities,
limitations, costs and user-friendliness of the current CFD software, the technique shows
a potential to achieve the microclimate design of the building.
6.2 BUILDING AND ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Industry and commerce have evolved stringent needs for environmental control
which demands ever more sophisticated design methodologies. Design issues, such as
energy consciousness, thermal comfort, environmental quality and hazard have produced
demands for change of building design in order to reduce their negative impact on energy
consumption, human comfort, safety and the "green" environment. These are largely
influenced by the movement in and around buildings.
In recent years, the need for environmental quality and hazard analysis within
building spaces has taken a high profile in the design and maintenance of controlled and
acceptable environments. This need has been particularly amplified by the adoption of
features such as atria in building complexes, passive solar buildings and complex
shopping centers which create further dilemma in the prediction of airflow and
temperature distribution. Until recently, the only method for obtaining a realistic
prediction of the air/smoke movement, temperature and pressure distribution in and
around buildings were to perform field measurement or to use models in wind tunnels.
Both of these traditional approaches are costly and time-consuming. In addition, the data
and information obtained by these methods is rather limited and does not always yield all
the designers' requirement.
6.3 APPLICATION IN THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT
Today, CFD models have grown much in complexity, taking advantage of the
speed and power of new computers, and can offer a powerful and versatile computer-
aided-engineering design tool. In the most general form these codes are potentially
capable of handling time-dependent, turbulent, chemically reaction, non-Newtonian,
multiphase flows in complex geometry. Heat exchange by mean of convection,
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conduction and radiation in both fluid and solid and the effect of thermal buoyancy and
gravitational forces can be studied.
In summary, computational fluid dynamics has a wide range of application areas in high-
performance structure facilities, some of which are given below:
Atria:
Atria with large glazing have gained popularity within the new architectural
design of office complexes. CFD can be used to analyze the environmental performance
under various summer and winter climatic conditions for over-heating and cold down
draughts respectively.
Art galleries and museums:
Poor air movement, temperature and humidity distribution in art galleries and
museums may damage paintings and other expensive displays. Therefore, CFD
simulation has a high potential in design and maintenance of these environments.
Shopping centers, tunnels and airport terminals:
In addition to analysis of heating, cooling and ventilation of these spaces, CFD
simulation can be used as a powerful tool to predict the smoke movement and spread of
fire. In recent years, this exercise has taken a high profile in the design and control of safe
public building enclosures.
Air-conditioned offices
CFD is a useful tool in predicting the flow pattern and temperature distribution
within mechanically or naturally ventilated rooms. The performance and position of the
air supply and exhaust diffusers or radiators, etc. can be optimized.
Clean room and operating theaters
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In the design of tightly controlled environments, CFD simulation may be used to
predict the flow pattern and contaminant movement.
Industrial buildings
CFD simulation may be used to predict the performance of the ventilation and air
distribution system within industrial buildings. The simulation could include the heat
distributed from machinery, the movement of flying dust, etc.
6.4 CONCLUSION
A controlled and safe building environment can be designed, by detail analysis of
microclimate performance of the building, using advanced CFD computer simulation
techniques. CFD models are capable of simulating the complex fluid flow and heat
transfer problem common in the context of building environment. However, they require
far greater computer time, compare with simpler calculation methods. This has prohibited
their direct use in providing heat transfer input data for dynamic building thermal models.
CFD models, therefore, should be used where accurate prediction of field air velocity,
temperature distribution and concentration of species is required, for thermal comfort and
safety assessment of the environment.
The complex nature of the governing flow equations, associated turbulence
models and numerical solution procedures, have made CFD codes far more difficult to
use than the architectural and civil engineering building services software tools. The new
generation of CFD software with enhanced intelligent graphical user interfaces should,
potentially, reduce the level of expertise required in computational fluid dynamics
modeling.
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Figure 67: Design flow chart of high performance structural facilities.
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The benefits of applying computational fluid dynamics techniques for high
performance structural facilities fall into two categories. Firstly, CFD techniques enable
better design for the HVAC system which plays an important part in commercial
buildings, academic facilities and even high-construction-cost clean room facilities. With
better preliminary design, the ventilation system will operate much more efficiently and
reduce the cost of maintenance and consumption of energy. Moreover, the improvement
of indoor air quality will avoid the sick building syndrome which frequently occurs in
modem buildings with central air control system. Secondly, CFD can predict the wind
velocity and the pressure distribution applied to the building fagade. The information on
wind force is necessary for the design of special exterior structural components, such as
tension roofs, and curtain wall cladding. The information on velocity is necessary to
avoid the wind channeling effect. Finally, there is a potential application of root-mean-
square wind velocity prediction which is helpful for possible reduction of wind dynamic
response.
In conclusion, this on-going-technology provides an alternative solution of fluid-
structure interaction and will eventually improve the design, analysis and construction of
high performance facilities.
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APPENDIX Al: Input Data File of CFD Simulation Pre-processing
TALK=T;RUN( 1, 1);VDU=VGAMOUSE
Q1 created by VDI menu, Version 2.2.1, Date 01 OCT 1996
CHAR(CPVNAM,SPPNAM);CPVNAM=VDI;SPPNAM=Core
TEXT(Air flow around building complex***
TEXT(Air flow around building complex
> DOM,
> DOM,
> DOM,
> DOM,
> DOM,
> DOM,
> DOM,
> DOM,
> DOM,
> DOM,
> GRID,
> GRID,
> DOM,
> DOM,
> DOM,
> OBJ1,
> OBJ1,
> OBJ1,
> OBJ1,
> OBJ1,
> OBJ1,
> OBJ1,
> OBJ2,
> OBJ2,
> OBJ2,
> OBJ2,
> OBJ2,
> OBJ2,
> OBJ2,
> OBJ2,
> OBJ2,
> OBJ2,
> OBJ3,
> OBJ3,
> OBJ3,
> OBJ3,
> OBJ3,
> OBJ3,
> OBJ3,
> OBJ3,
> OBJ3,
> OBJ3,
1.000E+02,
5.000E+01,
1.000E+00,
2.500E-02
0
2.500E+01
1.000E+05
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00,
50,
1.000E-03
1
100
5.000E-01
BLDG1
2.000E+01,
2.000E+01,
buildl
1
BLOCKAGE
198
BLDG2
5.000E+01,
1.500E+01,
factory
8.000E+01, 6.000E+01
4.000E+01, 3.000E+01
1.000E+00, 1.000E+00
0.000E+00,-9.810E+00
40, 30
SIZE,
MONIT,
SCALE,
SNAPSIZE,
MATERIAL,
REFTEMP,
REFPRES,
INITEMP,
SURTEMP,
GRAVITY,
DIMENSION,
TOLERANCE,
FLOWTYPE,
LSWEEP,
RELAX,
NAME,
POSITION,
SIZE,
CLIPART,
ROTATION,
TYPE,
MATERIAL,
NAME,
POSITION,
SIZE,
CLIPART,
ROTATION,
TYPE,
MATERIAL,
ROUGHWE,
ROUGHSN,
ROUGHLH,
NAME,
POSITION,
SIZE,
CLIPART,
ROTATION,
TYPE,
MATERIAL,
ROUGHWE,
ROUGHSN,
ROUGHLH,
2.000E+01, 0.000E+00
1.500E+01, 1.000E+01
1
BLOCKAGE
198
5.000E+00, 5.000E+00
3.000E+00, 3.000E+00
1.000E+01, 1.000E+01
B3
5.000E+01, 4.000E+01, 0.000E+00
1.500E+01, 1.500E+01, 1.000E+01
factory
1
BLOCKAGE
198
5.000E+00, 5.000E+00
3.000E+00, 3.000E+00
1.000E+01, 1.000E+01
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NAME,
POSITION,
SIZE,
CLIPART,
ROTATION,
TYPE,
VELOCITY,
TEMPERATURE,
WIND
1.000E+02, 0.000E+00, 0.000E+00
0.000E+00, 8.000E+01, 6.000E+01
shapes\cubet
1
INLET
-6.500E+01, 0.000E+00,-1.000E+01
2.000E+01
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> OBJ4,
> OBJ4,
> OBJ4,
> OBJ4,
> OBJ4,
> OBJ4,
> OBJ4,
> OBJ4,
M
STOP
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APPENDIX A2: Output ASCII Code file of the CFD Simulation Result.
CCCC HHH
CCCCCCCC H
CCCCCCC See
CCCCCCC the new
CCCCCC PLANT
CCCCCCC feature
CCCCCCC PLNTDEM
CCCCCCCC H
CCCC HHH
PHOENICS Version 2.2.2 - EARTH
(C) Copyright 1996
Concentration Heat and Momentum Ltd
All rights reserved.
Address: Bakery House, 40 High St
Wimbledon, London, SW19 5AU
Tel: 0181-947-7651
Facsimile: 0181-879-3497
E-mail: phoenics@cham.demon.co.uk
This program forms part of the PHOENICS installation for:
CHAM
The code expiry date is the end of : Apr 1998
--------------------------------------------------
LTLS: PRNDTL=1.0, PRT=1.E10, ENDIT=1.E-1
Number of F-array locations available is 6000000
Number used before BFC allowance is 2057458
Number used after BFC allowance is 2057458
**********Group 1. Run Title and Num****************************mber
Group i. Run Title and Number
**********************************************************
***************************w****w**wwwww**********
TEXT(Air flow around building complex
IRUNN = 1 ;LIBREF = 14
*********************************************************
Group 2. Transience
STEADY = T
Group 3. X-Direction Grid Spacing
CARTES = T
NX = 50
XULAST = 1.000E+02
XFRAC
XFRAC
XFRAC
XFRAC
XFRAC
XFRAC
XFRAC
XFRAC
XFRAC
1)
3)
5)
7)
9)
11)
13)
15)
17)
000E-02
000E-02
000E-01
400E-01
800E-01
200E-01
600E-01
000E-01
400E-01
;XFRAC
;XFRAC
;XFRAC
;XFRAC
;XFRAC
;XFRAC
;XFRAC
;XFRAC
;XFRAC
2)
4)
6)
8)
10)
12)
14)
16)
18)
000E-02
000E-02
200E-01
600E-01
000E-01
400E-01
800E-01
200E-01
600E-01
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XFRAC
XFRAC
XFRAC
XFRAC
XFRAC
XFRAC
XFRAC
XFRAC
XFRAC
XFRAC
XFRAC
XFRAC
XFRAC
XFRAC
XFRAC
XFRAC
19)
21)
23)
25)
27)
29)
31)
33)
35)
37)
39)
41)
43)
45)
47)
49)
3.800E-01
4.200E-01
4.600E-01
5.000E-01
5.375E-01
5.750E-01
6.125E-01
6.500E-01
6.912E-01
7 .324E-01
7 .735E-01
8. 147E-01
8. 559E-01
8. 971E-01
9. 382E-01
9.794E-01
;XFRAC
;XFRAC
;XFRAC
;XFRAC
;XFRAC
;XFRAC
;XFRAC
;XFRAC
;XFRAC
;XFRAC
;XFRAC
;XFRAC
;XFRAC
;XFRAC
;XFRAC
;XFRAC
Group 4. Y-Direction Grid Spacing
NY = 40
YVLAST = 8.000E+01
YFRAC
YFRAC
YFRAC
YFRAC
YFRAC
YFRAC
YFRAC
YFRAC
YFRAC
YFRAC
YFRAC
YFRAC
YFRAC
YFRAC
YFRAC
YFRAC
YFRAC
YFRAC
YFRAC
YFRAC
1)
3)
5)
7)
9)
11)
13)
15)
17)
19)
21)
23)
25)
27)
29)
31)
33)
35)
37)
39)
2.778E-02
8.333E-02
1.389E-01
1.944E-01
2.500E-01
3.000E-01
3.500E-01
3.958E-01
4.375E-01
4.792E-01
5.250E-01
5.750E-01
6.250E-01
6.667E-01
7.135E-01
7.656E-01
8.177E-01
8.698E-01
9.219E-01
9.740E-01
;YFRAC
;YFRAC
;YFRAC
;YFRAC
;YFRAC
;YFRAC
;YFRAC
;YFRAC
;YFRAC
;YFRAC
;YFRAC
;YFRAC
;YFRAC
;YFRAC
;YFRAC
;YFRAC
;YFRAC
;YFRAC
;YFRAC
;YFRAC
20)
22)
24)
26)
28)
30)
32)
34)
36)
38)
40)
42)
44)
46)
48)
50)
2)
4)
6)
8)
10)
12)
14)
16)
18)
20)
22)
24)
26)
28)
30)
32)
34)
36)
38)
40)
= 4.000E-01
= 4.400E-01
4.800E-01
5.188E-01
= 5.562E-01
= 5.938E-01
= 6.313E-01
= 6.706E-01
= 7.118E-01
= 7.529E-01
= 7.941E-01
= 8.353E-01
= 8.765E-01
= 9.176E-01
= 9.588E-01
= 1.000E+00
= 5.556E-02
= 1.111E-01
= 1.667E-01
= 2.222E-01
= 2.750E-01
= 3.250E-01
= 3.750E-01
= 4.167E-01
= 4.583E-01
= 5.000E-01
= 5.500E-01
= 6.000E-01
= 6.458E-01
= 6.875E-01
= 7.396E-01
= 7.917E-01
= 8.438E-01
= 8.958E-01
= 9.479E-01
= 1.000E+00
Group 5. Z-Direction Grid Spacing
PARAB
NZ
ZWLAST
ZFRAC
ZFRAC
ZFRAC (
ZFRAC
ZFRAC
ZFRAC
ZFRAC
ZFRAC
ZFRAC
ZFRAC
ZFRAC
ZFRAC
= 30
= 6.000E+01
1)
3)
5)
7)
9)
11)
13)
15)
17)
19)
21)
23)
3.333E-02
1.000E-01
1.667E-01
2.333E-01
3.000E-01
3. 667E-01
4. 333E-01
5.000E-01
5. 667E-01
6. 333E-01
7 .000E-01
7. 667E-01
;ZFRAC
;ZFRAC
;ZFRAC
;ZFRAC
;ZFRAC
;ZFRAC
;ZFRAC
;ZFRAC
;ZFRAC
;ZFRAC
;ZFRAC
;ZFRAC
2)
4)
6)
8)
10)
12)
14)
16)
18)
20)
22)
24)
6.667E-02
1.333E-01
2.000E-01
2.667E-01
3.333E-01
4.000E-01
4.667E-01
5.333E-01
6.000E-01
6.667E-01
7.333E-01
8.000E-01
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ZFRAC ( 25) = 8.333E-01 ;ZFRAC ( 26) = 8.667E-01
ZFRAC ( 27) = 9.000E-01 ;ZFRAC ( 28) = 9.333E-01
ZFRAC ( 29) = 9.667E-01 ;ZFRAC ( 30) = 1.000E+00
Group 6. Body-Fitted Coordinates
********************************************9****99
Group 7. Variables: STOREd,SOLVEd,NAMEd
ONEPHS = T
NAME( 1) =P1 ;NAME( 3) =U1
NAME( 5) =V1 ;NAME( 7) =Wl
NAME( 46) =LTLS ;NAME( 47) =WDIS
NAME( 48) =DEN1 ;NAME( 49) =TEM1
NAME( 50) =PRPS
* Y in SOLUTN argument list denotes:
* 1-stored 2-solved 3-whole-field
* 4-point-by-point 5-explicit 6-harmonic averaging
SOLUTN(P1 ,Y,Y,Y,N,N,Y)
SOLUTN(U1 ,Y,Y,Y,N,N,Y)
SOLUTN(V1 ,Y,Y,Y,N,N,Y)
SOLUTN(W1 ,Y,Y,Y,N,N,Y)
SOLUTN(LTLS,Y,Y,Y,N,N,Y)
SOLUTN(WDIS,Y,N,N,N,N,N)
SOLUTN (DEN1, Y,N,N,N, N,N)
SOLUTN(TEM1, Y,Y,Y,N,N,Y)
SOLUTN(PRPS,Y,N,N,N,N,N)
DEN1 = 48
PRPS = 50
******************************************************9
Group 8. Terms & Devices
* Y in TERMS argument list denotes:
* 1-built-in source 2-convection 3-diffusion 4-transient
* 5-first phase variable 6-interphase transport
TERMS (P1 ,Y,Y,Y,N,Y,N)
TERMS (U1 ,Y,Y,Y,N,Y,N)
TERMS (Vl ,Y,Y,Y,N,Y,N)
TERMS (WI ,Y,Y,Y,N,Y,N)
TERMS (LTLS,N,N,Y,N,Y,N)
TERMS (TEM1,N,Y,Y,N,Y,N)
DIFCUT = 5.000E-01 ;ZDIFAC = 1.000E+00
GALA = F ;ADDDIF = F
NEWRH1 = T
NEWENL = T
NEWENT = T
ISOLX = -1 ;ISOLY = -1 ;ISOLZ = -1
*********************************************************
Group 9. Properties
RHO1 = GRND10 ;TMP1 = 0.000E+00
TSURR = 0.000E+00 ;TEMPO = 2.730E+02
RHO1A = 0.000E+00 ;RHO1B = 0.000E+00
PRESSO = 1.000E+05
DRH1DP = 0.000E+00
EL1A = 0.000E+00 ;EL1B = 1.000E+00
ENUL = GRND10 ;ENUT = GRND8
ENULA = 0.000E+00 ;ENULB = 0.000E+00
ENUTA = 0.000E+00 ;ENUTB = 0.000E+00
IENUTA = 0
PRNDTL(U1 ) = 1.000E+00 ;PRNDTL(VI
;EL1 = GRND1
;RHO1C = 0.000E+00
;EL1C
;ENULC
;ENUTC
= 0.000E+00
= 0.000E+00
= 0.000E+00
= 1.000E+00
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PRNDTL(W1 ) = 1.000E+00 ;PRNDTL(LTLS) = 1.000E+00
PRNDTL(TEM1) = -GRND10
PRT (Ul ) = 1.000E+00 ;PRT (V1 ) = 1.000E+00
PRT (Wl ) = 1.000E+00 ;PRT (LTLS) = 1.000E+10
PRT (TEM1) = 1.000E+00
CP1 = GRND10 ;CP2 = 4.182E+03
Group 10.Inter-Phase Transfer Processes
Group ***.Initialie Var/Poroty *** Fields
Group 11.Initialise Var/Porosity Fields
FIINIT(P1 )
FIINIT(V1 )
FIINIT(LTLS)
FIINIT(DEN1)
FIINIT(PRPS)
PATCH (OBJ1
INIT (OBJ1
PATCH (OBJ2
INIT (OBJ2
PATCH (OBJ3
INIT (OBJ3
INIADD =
FSWEEP =
1.000E-10
1.000E-10
1.000E-10
1.000E+00
0.000E+00
;FIINIT(U1 ) =
;FIINIT(W1 ) =
;FIINIT(WDIS) =
;FIINIT(TEM1) =
,INIVAL, 11, 21, 15, 25,
,PRPS, 0.000E+00, 1.980E+02)
,INIVAL, 26, 33, 10, 17,
,PRPS, 0.000E+00, 1.980E+02)
,INIVAL, 26, 33, 21, 28,
,PRPS, 0.000E+00, 1.980E+02)
1.000E-10
1.000E-10
6.000E+00
0.000E+00
1, 15, 1, 1)
1, 5, 1, 1)
1, 5, 1, 1)
NAMFI =CHAM
wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww****************
Group 12. Patchwise adjustment of terms
Patches for this group are printed with those
for Group 13.
Their names begin either with GP12 or &
Group 13. Boundary & Special Sources
PATCH(PRESRELF,CELL
COVAL(PRESRELF,P1
COVAL(PRESRELF,U1
COVAL(PRESRELF,V1
COVAL(PRESRELF,W1
COVAL(PRESRELF,TEM1,
PATCH (OBJ4
COVAL(OBJ4
COVAL(OBJ4
COVAL(OBJ4
COVAL(OBJ4
COVAL(OBJ4
,EAST
,Pi ,
,UI ,
,Vi ,
,Wi ,
,TEM1,
, 25, 25, 20, 20,
1.000E+00, 0.000E+00)
0.000E+00, 0.000E+00)
0.000E+00, 0.000E+00)
0.000E+00, 0.000E+00)
0.000E+00, 0.000E+00)
, 50, 50, 1, 40,
FIXFLU , 7.730E+01)
0.000E+00,-6.500E+01)
0.OO00E+00, 0.OO00E+00)
0. O00E+00,-1. O00E+01)
0.OO00E+00, 2.OO00E+01)
15, 15, 1, 1)
1, 30, 1, 1)
PATCH(BUOYANCY,PHASEM, 1, 50, 1, 40, 1, 30, 1, 1)
COVAL(BUOYANCY,W1 , FIXFLU , GRND2
XCYCLE = F
EGWF = T
WALLCO = GRND2
Group14. wnstream Pressure9999999999999For9999999
Group 14. Downstream Pressure For PARAB
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Group 15. Terminate Sweeps
LSWEEP = 100 ;ISWC1 = 1
LITHYD = 1 ;LITFLX = 1 ;LITC = 1 ;ITHC1 =
SELREF = T
RESFAC = 1.000E-02
Group 16. Terminate Iterations
LITER (P1 ) = 20 ;LITER (Ul ) = 10
LITER (V1 ) = 10 ;LITER (WI ) = 10
LITER (LTLS) = 200 ;LITER (TEM1) = 15
ENDIT (P1 ) = 1.000E-03 ;ENDIT (Ul ) = 1.000E-03
ENDIT (V1 ) = 1.000E-03 ;ENDIT (WI ) = 1.000E-03
ENDIT (LTLS) = 1.000E-10 ;ENDIT (TEM1) = 1.000E-03
Group 17. Relaxation
RELAX(P1 ,LINRLX, 1.000E+00)
RELAX(U1 ,FALSDT, 5.000E-03)
RELAX(V1 ,FALSDT, 5.000E-03)
RELAX(W1 ,FALSDT, 5.000E-03)
RELAX(LTLS,LINRLX, 1.000E+00)
RELAX(WDIS,LINRLX, 1.000E+00)
RELAX(DEN1,LINRLX, 1.000E+00)
RELAX(TEM1,FALSDT, 5.000E+02)
RELAX(PRPS,LINRLX, 1.000E+00)
OVRRLX = 0.000E+00
EXPERT = F ;NNORSL = F
******************************************************
Group 18. Limits
VARMAX(P1 ) = 1.000E+10 ;VARMIN(P1 ) =-1.000E+04
VARMAX(U1 ) = 1.000E+06 ;VARMIN(U1 ) =-1.000E+06
VARMAX(V1 ) = 1.000E+06 ;VARMIN(V1 ) =-1.000E+06
VARMAX(W1 ) = 1.000E+06 ;VARMIN(W1 ) =-1.000E+06
VARMAX(LTLS) = 1.000E+10 ;VARMIN(LTLS) =-1.000E+10
VARMAX(WDIS) = 1.000E+10 ;VARMIN(WDIS) =-1.000E+10
VARMAX(DEN1) = 1.000E+10 ;VARMIN(DEN1) =-1.000E+10
VARMAX(TEM1) = 1.000E+10 ;VARMIN(TEM1) =-1.000E+10
VARMAX(PRPS) = 1.000E+10 ;VARMIN(PRPS) =-1.000E+10
Group 19. EARTH Calls To GROUND Station
USEGRD = T ;USEGRX = T
NAMGRD =NONE
GENK = T
ISKINA = 5 ;ISKINB = 4
BUOYA = 0.000E+00 ; BUOYB = 0.000E+00 ; BUOYC =-9.810E+00
BUOYD = 1.276E+00
SPEDAT(SET,MATERIAL,198,L,T)
SPEDAT(SET,MATERIAL, 0,L,T)
Group 20. Preliminary Printout
ECHO = T
Group 21. Print-out of Variables
INIFLD = F ;SUBWGR = F
* Y in OUTPUT argument list denotes:
* 1-field 2-correction-eq. monitor 3-selective dumping
* 4-whole-field residual 5-spot-value table 6-residual table
OUTPUT(P1 ,Y,N,Y,Y,Y,N)
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OUTPUT(U1 ,Y,N,Y,Y,Y,N)
OUTPUT(V1 ,Y,N,Y,Y,Y,N)
OUTPUT(W1 ,Y,N,Y,Y,Y,N)
OUTPUT (LTLS, Y, N, Y,, N, Y)
OUTPUT(WDIS,Y,N,N,N,N,N)
OUTPUT (DEN1, Y, N, Y, N, N, N)
OUTPUT(TEM1, Y,N,Y,Y,Y,N)
OUTPUT (PRPS, Y, N, Y, N, N, N)
Group 22. Monitor Print-Out
IXMON = 25 ;IYMON = 20 ;IZMON = 15
NPRMON = 10000 ;NPRMNT = 1 ;TSTSWP = 10001
UWATCH = T ;USTEER = T
HIGHLO = F
Group ield Print-Out & Plot Control****************************************
Group 23.Field Print-Out & Plot Control
100 ;NUMCLS =
10 ;IXPRF
8 ;IYPRF =
6 ;IZPRF =
F ;YZPR =
1 ;IPLTL =
1 ;ISWPRL =
1 ;IPROF =
1 ;IXPRL
1 ;IYPRL
1 ;IZPRL
50
40
10000
100 ;NPLT
10000
ABSIZ = 5.000E-01 ;ORSIZ = 4.000E-01
NTZPRF = 1 ;NCOLPF = 50
ICHR = 2 ;NCOLCO = 45 ;NROWCO = 20
No PATCHes yet used for this Group
Group 24. Dumps For Restarts
SAVE = T ;AUTOPS = F ;NOWIPE = T
NSAVE =CHAM
*** grid-geometry information ***
X-coordinates
1.000E+00
1.100E+01
2.100E+01
3.100E+01
4.100E+01
5.094E+01
6.031E+01
7.015E+01
8.044E+01
9.074E+01
Y-coordinates
1.111E+00
1.222E+01
2.300E+01
3.250E+01
4.100E+01
5.083E+01
6.021E+01
7.063E+01
Z-coordinates
1.000E+00
1.100E+01
of the cell
3.000E+00
1.300E+01
2.300E+01
3.300E+01
4.300E+01
5.281E+01
6.219E+01
7.221E+01
8.250E+01
9.279E+01
of the cell
3.333E+00
1.444E+01
2.500E+01
3.417E+01
4.300E+01
5.250E+01
6.229E+01
7.271E+01
of the cell
3.000E+00
1.300E+01
centres
5.000E+00
1.500E+01
2.500E+01
3.500E+01
4.500E+01
5.469E+01
6.406E+01
7.426E+01
8.456E+01
9.485E+01
centres
5.556E+00
1.667E+01
2.700E+01
3.583E+01
4.500E+01
5.417E+01
6.438E+01
7.479E+01
centres
5.000E+00
1.500E+01
7.000E+00
1.700E+01
2.700E+01
3.700E+01
4.700E+01
5.656E+01
6.603E+01
7.632E+01
8.662E+01
9.691E+01
7.778E+00
1.889E+01
2.900E+01
3.750E+01
4.700E+01
5.604E+01
6.646E+01
7.688E+01
7.000E+00
1.700E+01
9.000E+00
1.900E+01
2.900E+01
3.900E+01
4.900E+01
5.844E+01
6.809E+01
7.838E+01
8.868E+01
9.897E+01
1.000E+01
2.100E+01
3.083E+01
3.917E+01
4.900E+01
5.813E+01
6.854E+01
7.896E+01
9.000E+00
1.900E+01
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NZPRIN
XZPR
IPLTF
ISWPRF
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2.100E+01
3.100E+01
4.100E+01
5.100E+01
2.300E+01
3.300E+01
4.300E+01
5.300E+01
2.500E+01
3.500E+01
4.500E+01
5.500E+01
X-coordinates of the (higher) cell faces
2.000E+00
1.200E+01
2.200E+01
3.200E+01
4.200E+01
5.188E+01
6.125E+01
7.118E+01
8.147E+01
9.176E+01
Y-coordinates
2.222E+00
1.333E+01
2.400E+01
3.333E+01
4.200E+01
5.167E+01
6.125E+01
7.167E+01
Z-coordinates
2.000E+00
1.200E+01
2.200E+01
3.200E+01
4.200E+01
5.200E+01
4.000E+00
1.400E+01
2.400E+01
3.400E+01
4.400E+01
5.375E+01
6.312E+01
7.324E+01
8.353E+01
9.382E+01
6.000E+00
1.600E+01
2.600E+01
3.600E+01
4.600E+01
5.562E+01
6.500E+01
7.529E+01
8.559E+01
9.588E+01
2.700E+01
3.700E+01
4.700E+01
5.700E+01
8 .000E+00
1. 800E+01
2. 800E+01
3. 800E+01
4.800E+01
5. 750E+01
6.706E+01
7.735E+01
8.765E+01
9.794E+01
of the (higher) cell faces
4.444E+00 6.667E+00 8.889E+00
1.556E+01 1.778E+01 2.000E+01
2.600E+01 2.800E+01 3.000E+01
3.500E+01 3.667E+01 3.833E+01
4.400E+01 4.600E+01 4.800E+01
5.333E+01 5.500E+01 5.708E+01
6.333E+01 6.542E+01 6.750E+01
7.375E+01 7.583E+01 7.792E+01
of the (higher) cell faces
4.000E+00 6.000E+00 8.000E+00
1.400E+01 1.600E+01 1.800E+01
2.400E+01 2.600E+01 2.800E+01
3.400E+01 3.600E+01 3.800E+01
4.400E+01 4.600E+01 4.800E+01
5.400E+01 5.600E+01 5.800E+01
2.900E+01
3.900E+01
4.900E+01
5.900E+01
1.000E+01
2.000E+01
3. 000E+01
4. 000E+01
5. 000E+01
5. 937E+01
6. 912E+01
7. 941E+01
8.971E+01
1.000E+02
1.111E+01
2.200E+01
3.167E+01
4.000E+01
5.000E+01
5.917E+01
6.958E+01
8.000E+01
1.000E+01
2.000E+01
3.000E+01
4.000E+01
5.000E+01
6.000E+01
--- INTEGRATION OF EQUATIONS BEGINS ---
isolx,y,z set to zero in solver as precaution
for variable LTLS at sweep 1
99999999999999*9*******9******************************
No. of whole-field variables has changed
from no. =  5 to no.= 4
99**************************************
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